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StJM~,1t\RY

The Capacity Study of the United rJations Development System is
examined here in some detail, firstly with respect to its terms
of reference, then as an analysis of the UN development system.
Some implications of the recommended organizational changes are
considered. Then the consequences of the approach examined in
the earlier section for the proposed UN information system are
considered.
The Report of the Co,,~ission on International Development, the
Report on the l:1obilization of Public Opinion for the Second Development Decade, 2.nd the R€.\port on Scientific an..1 Technical Communication are then examined briefly.
Finally the inplications of thesE:. reports for the future of nongovernmental organiza dons? and fcjr the: h:;'Tovement of the attack
on world problems arc considered
0

The UN reports, particulllrly when comr,:u'2d ·,:'ith the SATCml Report,
accord little a-::·.tencion to r.ongovernmental br.,dies or to non-UN
organizations and their programmes and problems in general. At
the same time these r0ports recognize the vital inrortance of
public opinion and the development of political will. No link is
established betvmcn public C1)inion and nongovernmental bodies.
The UN reports all consider that the participation of volunteers
may be emphasized and the nQngovernmental bodies representing their
interests ignored. The reports reveal a similar lack of interest
in non-development programmes.
The lack of attention to all aspects of the UN environment leads to
a situation in which any new organization or information system proposed May (a) duplicate better funded non-U!{ programmes, Cb) ignore
management problems of importance to the UN which have their origin
in non-UN organizational structures, and Cc) ignore problem areas
affecting, or affected by, the development programmes of concern
to the UN.
Finally, three tools -- planning, network approach, and computers -are discussed as important to the resolution of the difficulty of
handling cross-jurisdictional, multidisciplinary problem areas and
inter-organizational relationships.
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THOUGhTS

The Hazards of System Building
I•

You identify with your system. It cost you blood to build it,
and if it is attacked, it is your blood that is being shed.

2.

You cannot tolerate tentativeness 9 suspension of judgment, or
anything that does not fit the system.

3.

You cannot apprehend anyone elseis system unless it supports
yours.

4.

You believe that other systems are based on selected data.

5.

Cor~itment

6.

You come to believe that your system entitles you to proprietorship of the entities within it.

7.

Since hurtlor irNolvc2s incongruity? and. your system explains
all seening incongruities, you lose your sense of humor.

to systems other than your own is fanaticism.

You lose your humilicy.
9.

10.

You accept all these points -- insofar as they apply to
builders of other systems.
So do 1. (P. S.

I hope I believe in the cult of fallibility)
l<1atthew Helko, Systen Builder

(Offered to participants at the Foundation for Integrative
Education Conference, Oswego, New York, August 1969;
reproduced in {'rain Currents in Modern Thought, vol. 26 9 no. 2)

11

Le Chatelieris Principle
"Reformers, critics of institutions, consultants in innovation,
people in short who ~want to Bet something done', often fail
to see this point. They cannot understand ,Jhy their strictures,
advice or demands do not result in effective change. They
expect either to achieve a measure of success in their own
terms or to be flung off the premises. But an ultrastable
system (like a social institution) ••• has no need to react in
either of these ways. It s;::>ecializes in eauilibrial readjustment, which is to the observer a sc,crc:t form of change
requiring no actual altcration in the nmcro-systemic characteristics that he is trying to do something about."
(Stafford Beer. The cybernetic cytoblast -- management itself.
Chairman~s Address to the International Cybernetics Congress,
Septenber 1969)
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INTRODUCTION

Six reports have been produced over the last eight months which are of
considerable importance to all international organizations, but for
international nongovernmental organizations in particular. The reports
are:
The Capacity Study of the United Nations Development System
(United Nations, 1969, 2 vols (+»
produced by a team working
under Sir Robert Jackson, Commissioner appointed by the United
Nations Development Prograw~e.
Partners in Development; Report of the Commission on International
Development (Ne"V,7 Y01::k, Praeger, 1969) produced by 1.1 team under
Lester Pearsons'l;cpointed by the TJorld. Hank (IERD).
Center for Leone,,:, c a.nd S ,ci,'11 Inforn1ticn. Rc?ort on the Hobilization of ?ublic ')~)inion for the :,2cond Devclo;)uel1t Decade. (United
Nations" 1969) pre::Dxc,c OL t;.1e rr",quest of the un 'Preparatory
COTIlrli ttee fer th;' Sc:ccnd UPi.Lc'll: 1 "'~ment ;)i:;\cadr:;,
Enlarged Cr:DI.,ittsQ f')Y Progr2.I:l'.:lC 'md Coordination.
(United tktions, [jAC.51!GR!25 20ctoher 1%9)

Final Report

General Review of the Profrmnmes and Activities (of the UN System).
(United Nations, E/AC.51/GR/23 24 September 1969)
Scientific and Technical Communication~ a pressing national problem and recommendations for its solution. (WashinGton DC, rlational
Academy of Sciences, 1969) Report prepared by the Comnittee on
Scientific and Technical Communication (SATCOM) of the National
Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering).
All the reports are concerned with crganization or information systems
appropriate to the coming decade. The first five reports published
by the United nations are prirnarily concerned 'to1ith the broad topic of
economic and social development. The first three of these are reviewed
here. Most emphasis is given to the Capacity Study because of its
comprehensive coverage. The SATC011 Report is concerned primarily with
the question of an adequate scientific and technical information system»
primarily national but also international. Its comprehensive coverage
of this question and the Gany threads it has been able to draw together,
makes it useful to COr2pnye its rr~corJ'1endations ant: approach with those
of the UU reports.
The main intention in exaninins each rerort vas to detect features of
the total world SystlolTI which \,mrc indequiltely treated either in terms
of their relevance tu the effective functioning of the subsystem with
which the particulD.r rc;:,ort "lOS cancer·ned. or because they would be
adversely affected by the chanses ?roposed. (Any evaluations made,
are nade on the basis of interpretations of the statements in the
(+) Quotes from this Study refer to volumes '11 91 and 1111".
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reports. Each UN report is the work of
necessarily reflect official policy.)

El.

small group and does not

A section is devoted to discussion of the points emerging from the
four reports reviewed. On the basis of this, three tools required
to handle the problems of the world system are discussed, namely
planning, network approach, and computers. Two computer-based systems
answering some of the requirements identified, are described in appendixes. A brief summary of the coverage and degree of organization
of data banks with information on the world system from an intennational
perspective is given in a final .:l'Ppendix.
Rather than cite references vrhich rdr,ht be difficult and time-consuming
to consult for a riven rcader~ the procedure was adopted of quoting
relevant material in full.

STUDY OF THE CAPACITY OF TIlE U.);1. DEVELOPHENT SYSTEM C'Jackson Report")
INTRODUCTION
The Sixth Session of the Governing Council of the United Nations
Development rrograIm~ (UNDP) designated Sir Robert Jackson as
Commissioner to undertake a study of the capacity of the United
Nations system to handle the resources nade available by the UNDP
first~ at their present level, and second, if doubled over the next
five years. The ?YJackson Report H is the result of a study by a
team of people in i96i3-1969. The study originated ,jith the UIJDP's
Inter-Agency Consultative Board.
The importance of the report is due to its coverage of the major
problems pla3uing the operation of the UlJ family of organizations.
Despite the e:mnhasis on developr'lent, many of the problens clearly
exist for non"'(tevelopr::.ent programmes. The Study is extremely forthrig11t ir:. its criticisrn of tIle U:.T structure and operatio11S at-id for

this reason the Uniteddations should be congratulated for permitting
it to be publisted and circulated to the press, particularly in its
':'unexpurgatecl for-ra H

"

For the first time, an overall vievi of the United nations operational
mechanism is available. It reveals in a fairly systematic way
many of the problems which hitherto have been known only partially
by those people moving in United Nations or international organization circles, discussed as 'Icorridor 8ossipil, or cited in conversations as justification for a cynical attitude toward UN effectiveness.
Up until this report, these problems have not been adequately reported in journals or the press, because those people with the knowledge to write about them held positions which would be endangered
by such disclosures. Books on the topic were discounted as the
work of disenchanted individuals.
The Study is therefore important
because it for the first time looks behind the glossy public relations
image of the United Nations -- an image which is held dear by both
members of the public, people in official positions and some academics
in the field of international relations. Political scientists are
particularly apt to undertake research as though the UN was a highly
coordinated unit under governmental control via the General Assembly
(see ALGER, C.F. Research on research~ a decade of quantitative and
field research on international organizations. Paper presented to
American Political Science Association annual meeting, September 1969).
It is now possible to acknowledge non-political weaknesses of the

D.N., cite a responsible study of them, and investigate means of overcoming them.
llvJhat, then, is the capacity of the present system and what are
the prospects for the future? .•• I aD convinced that the capacity
of t:he presc:nt operation is ovcr-ext?micd in certain critical
areas. I would list the; r:c.jJr constraints as follmvs, noting that
not all or them an; exclusively the rssponsibili.ty of the UN
development system~

I . ..
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The inabilitYt as yet t to develop fully effective techniques for transferring knowledge and experience.
The slow application of science and technology to major
problems.
The difficulty of attracting manpower of the quality and
experience which the operation demands.
The absence of an effective system for the control of the
resources entrusted to it.
The lack of an organization specifically designed to cooperate with the developing countries.
The diffusion of c8sponsitility throughout the system.
The general reluctance of th::: Agen.ciQs (with one or two
sirnificant ;,:xc2ptions) to contract outsido the system.
The constraints hers prc S8Y{r)l1S "md must give cause for concern ••••
A final point bearing on ca~acit:v is based on my personal experience. For mar~y years? ::: have looked for the Hbrain~' which
guides the policies and operations of the UrJ development system.
The search has been in vain. Lare and there throughout the
system there are offices and units collecting the information
available? but there is no group (or "Brain Trust il ) which is
constantly monitoring the present operation, learning from experience, grasping at all that science and technology has to
offer, launchinB new ideas and methods, challenging established
practices t and provoking thought inside and outside the sytem.
Deprived of such a vital stimulus t it is obvious that the best
use cannot be made of the sources available to the operation ••••
the UIJ development systen. has tried to wage a war on want for
many years with very little organized "brain l1 to guide it. Its
absence may well be the greatest constraint of all on capacity.
Without it t the future evolution of the UN development system
could easily repeat the history of the dinosaur. 1i (I, p.12-13)
The Study considers procedures for planning and operating the development programme, by introducinr the need for the concept of a
United Nations Developn.ent Coopcr~tion Cycle (UNDeC) and an information syste!Gs concept. The qU2stions of organization, human resources
and financial resources are also consid!:;rcd. The conclusions of
the Study are now being considered by the Specialized Agencies and
Hember States. As it points out, !Ilany inportant decisions have
been postpom:d II pending th<: publication: of the Capacity Study".
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The most important recommendations involve a complete restructuring of the UN development operations with considerably increased
power for the UNDP. It is recommended that this should be backed
up by a three part computer-based information system to deal with:
technical and scientific information (documents), economic and
social information (statistics), and operational and administrative
questions (budget and project control).

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The world has been ~n need of a study of the international system
of this qu~lity for many years. It is most unfortunate that it
was necessary to focus the study on onc set of problems -- development problems -- from the point of Vi2W of one organization, the
UN -- and more pClrticularly the mmp. Thc.se may be necessary evils,
for otherwise the Study 1!!ight have provi~d too broad to be actively
considered by ~ny group. Dangers arise because on superficial
reading ~- ,,:nd the length of the report encourages this -- one
obtains the impression that
(a)

all important problens are develo1J1'!'ent problems or may be
considered. so

(b)

the r?J -- and particularly the mmp
means of coping with these problems

(c)

there are no other organizations of importance to the attack
on world problems which are active internationally.

is the most important

The need for a broad coverage is partially recognized as follows,
but it is the fact that the result gives only a UN-oriented picture
which is so dangerous~
the capacity of ffiiDP, both as an institution and as a
programme of 8ction, cannot be discussed in isolation ••••
In other words, one cannot discuss the capacity of UNDP other
than in the framework of the whole development effort of the
United Nations and its Agencies, or without also considering
the responsibility of governments •••. lf, then, the Study
appears to cast its net rather wide, and perhaps wider than
anticipated, it can safely be said that unless there is a
far-ranging investigation of all these nyriad, interlocking
aspects, there can be no adequate analysis of present capacity
and, therefore, no prospect of fomulating recommendations
of the depth and imagination required to meet the challenge
of the future.!! (ll, p. 30)
It • • •

Following this argument, what is an adequate boundary for systems
concerned with world problems?

I ...

- 4 From a management perspective it is vitally important to recognize
that
the attempts to coordinate the UN system programmes represent
the most general attempt at global development coordination in
existence or envisaged;
these coordination attempts are not the only areas of programme
coordination within the world system. ~1uch coordination has
been achieved and is planned at the local, national and
international level which is only indirectly linked to UN
activity;
these other nt.:t'·70rks of coordination and L:1formation processing
are hot.;ever designed. to cop':; vl:Lth Dyoblem areas ~vith ,."hich the
UN is vitnlly concerned.
In I'l,::ny Clses ~ th", un is forced to
work tl,rouph these netv70rLs, itJheth'::;r they are international
associn.tions or SpCC1.2LJ_Sts, "JOrlr1 ycuth n'ovements or the
distribution syste::n of: a p;roup of TI1'lltinetional business enterprises;
unless the t:nalysis of -che globa.l situation ,'Thich the UN' (and
non-UN) prograrnnes must face~ is b2S2(1 on a nanapement analysis
of coordination and information 11et"tJorks in general, rather

than a management analysis of the UN systew, agency structure,
or special problef':1. Clreas, then the proposed solutions run
the risk of recommending organizational structures, programmes
and information net,lOr'ks 'Nhich ,'lil1 duplicate one another as
well as more efficient and better funded structures outside the
mr system.
A management approach to the UN system must, therefore, recognize
a five level problem of data processinp" coordination and management
guidance of~
each individual

U~

agency, which is one part of the

ITN system, which itself is only one part of the

system of intergovernmental bodies, which is one part of the
international system

of~

governmental bodies
multinational business enterprises
international nongovernmBntal, nonprofit bodies
which form one level of thQ
world system of local, national,

reB~onal,

and international bodies.

These networks of interacting bodies are both a source of problems,
due to their own lack of coordination, and an important resource
for the attack on the problems with which the UN is concerned.
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It is important to avoid the assumption that improvement at either
of the first two problem levels will necessarily produce an effective
solution to the problems arising outside the UN system or interacting
with it. Weaknesses in coordination and information systems, critical
to the functioning of the m~ and its programmes outside the UN system
may not be detected unless the overall coordination problem is
clearly determined in advance.
The length and apparent comprehensiveness of the report diverts
attention and resources away from the need for a broader perspective
7iew of the world system as a whole. Such a study could well
have been undertaken as a backfy.ound to the Capacity ~tudy, or
because of the. lack of such a study, should have been recommended
by the Study~

The great
systen pulllic '~'clati(jns "m.d public in£rrnation prograro.mes 'tvill lead
the informec. public and ,,';:-my
iore-makers to believe that the
UU is doing all that can or n~?ed be "'OT'.':' and has the attack on every
,v-orld problert:. \yell coordil1!J.tcd", T'his (:lutc·~)'13.ticDlly devalues the
activities of other bodies, reduces the allocation of resources
and support to ~:hem, dr>mp'2ns initiative fre7' the local and national
level 1,vhich is not cnannf"112c. througb p:ov0rnmental and UN channels
and effectively nullifies the type of constructive criticism
which can lead to renewal of effort J nev approaches, and galvanization of the political will necessary to the accomplishment of all
international (and UN) programme objectives.

THE CAPACITY STUDY AS THE ANALYSIS OF A SYSTEM
Given that the terms of reference require a focus on a particular
part of the world system, it is then important to assess whether
the Study attempts to uncover the interaction between the UN family
of organizations involved in development and those outside the UN
system with similar or related concerns with which it does or
should interact. No systems study is complete if it restricts
its attention to problems within the boundary of the system and
does not consicer the environment within which the system operates,
as the quote above implies. This is the case here, it would appear.
a) Subject areas interacting with development are ignored
The term "development'i is a very loose one used to cover many
problem areas. In the Study it is consi~ered as a major subsection of economic and social questions (which can themselves
be T:lade broad enough to appear tc cover. everything.+). ilDevelopment Ci is undefined in the Study except vaguely,:ls relating to the
tra~fer of t0chniqu2s and resources, development of agriculture
and industry. The 'tJOrld is, hm>Jevc:c~ faced v:rith a multitude
of non-development problems: liontal health~ urban decay, racial

/
+E .g.

O.E.C.D. Aligned List of Descriptions (for) Economic and
Social Development, Paris J O.E.C.D., 1969 includes information
processing, chemistry, optics, anatomy, magic, religion, etc.

...

- 6 discrimination~ etc.
Some groups attenpt to gather such
problems under the development umbrella in their more expansionist
moments~ although budgetary problems usually restrict them in
practice to the tidy compartments of straight economics, agriculture and industry.

Much confusion is created when the advocators of development
conceive of topics such as education~ futures research~ pollution, policy sciences~ etc. as subsections of development.
For the eroups working in these areas often consider development to be merely a subsection of their m~n field of concern.
~fuat then constitutes nn adequate nechanis~ for dealing with
the problems and how is the evaluation to be made? It is
clearly in the ir~terests of the pror.::'t<.>rs ef p-ny change or
proj~~ct te iI:'.ply that thcdr proposed problen1 coverage policy
is Ilccmpreh..:-r?sive" -<~ whilst solicitinl' funds -- and then
limit thCIT'uc:lves at an ~)peratiorwl level to what is manageable
once the fuuels have been obtainec. This form of misrepresentation
can lead t ) ['.s sampt ions that a gi.vec'!. prc j ec t or programme
will solv,:;o the cor::.prehensive problcI'1s C'.nc to serious, but
hidden. gaps which will only be detected years later (some
projects, according to the Study, may take up to a decade
before an cvalul:1tion report reaches the sponsoring bodies)
and whicQ the specialized system created will not be able to
detect.
If development problems could be considered in isolation, no
criticisD could be made. Their complexity is however partly
recognized as follows:
"At the present time, there is a wider realization not only
of the complexity of development but also of the incontrovertible fact that it is many sided~ and influenced by many
interdependent forces -- political, institutional, economic,
social and cultural -- whose linkages and relative strength
vary from one country to another. It must therefore be
treated as a whole and not partially." (II, p.lS)
Development does not take place in a vacuum. Development,
whether agricultural or industrial or 'economic and social',
leads over an increasingly short period of time to environmental
pollution. It might even he considered a major consequence.
This question is tot811y ignored by t~e Study. The word. pollution is !"nentioned onCE; in attempting to justify "non-countryil
oriented pro8ram~ss:

'1ft may also be necessary to finC'.TIcc some comprehensive progranmcs covering larg2 geographical areas such as: ••• (g)
The problem of mastering the 8Iwironment (unplanned urbanization, air and water pollution. etc.)'1 (11, p.128)
The requirer.1ents of a feedback infornaticn system to detect
consequences of over-development and assist in handling them,
are not discussed.~1ote that pollution does not only arise
I
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due to intensive industrial development but also in agricultural
areas such as in developing countries a) where fertilizers are used
for crops
1l110dern farm fertilizers cause eutrophication (consumption of
all oxygen by algae thus depriving rivers and lakes of nearly
all animal life) because they succeed in raising the level of
free nutrients in the soil. 'Our pollution of the environment
is the direct consequence, not the accidental result, of our massive
technological effort •••• ' The systems at risk in the environment are natural and they are con~lex•••• We shall not be able
to cure smog until ~7e can explain the links between traffic
patterns and fertilizer use, between sewage works and the disappearance of trout, between engine ter~perature and soil
phosphates. No single discipline can cOTIrrehend the problems,
nor enn any nur~:er of disciplines workinr separately, come to
grips with the required solutions." (Repert in Ne;", Scientist
7 August 1969 an work of Parry C~~mcncr)
and b) v7here f arn animals are
'~vlhile

industri.cl firms

ar:~

r,:;;;H 2d ~

most corr.:G'Ioniy pictured

RS

the

pollution drana villains s thE: farr:K:r contributes his share to
the problen. F':?rm anin!als in Hinnc;sota alone represent a waste
disposal equivalent to a population of 66 million people ••• I !
(Charlier ~ R.v;, Crisis year for the Great Lakes. New Scientist
18 December 1969, p. 595)
It must not be forgotten that tldevelopment" represents both a 1'1Orld
problem and a current political issue. The consequences of overdevelopment could quickly become a political issue.
The Study attempts to structure inter-Agency relationships~ five
year prograomes, and the proposed information systew in terms of the
special characteristics and possibly tevporary relative importance
of development. This rearrangement may be entirely unsuited to the
possibly even more dramatic problems of pollution and famine relief
(both of which will according to some observers reach crisis importance within the period covered by the Study). Information systems
and organizations cannot be rapidly restructured even under crisis
conditions. It is very difficult to increase their response time
to crisis.
National and international discussions are at the moment accelerating
to the point Hhere an international agency will undoubtedly be established to focus on pollution problems. It is hiehly probable that
this "tvill be a TI:.ajor issue at the 1972 United '~Jations Conference on
the Human Environnent in Sweden. ~fuat sort of infarnation system
is needed to ensure that development prnjects do not have cumulative
or interaction effects on the environment? ~fuat sort of feedback
mechanism froIr, any such ascncy's field observers is required to
guide development planners? TJhat is the organization reaction time
provided for in the case of a pollution or other crisis? Row can
the development level be balanced against the pollution level?

I . ..
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What other fields of activity, apart fron POllution, may be affected
by the consequences of development? How many relevant fields are not
adequately covered by UN agencies, by whom are they covered, and
what factors mitigate against using this information?
The Study ignores the implications in the arguments illustrated by
the following quctes~
~ivle know much of v7hat the future will bring in terms of problems.
We know they will be bir, complex, and serious •••• These problems
represent the givens. We know they will be there -- and we know
they will overwhelm us if we de not find the means of coping with
them. T]hat we lack, thus far, is conviction that there is a means
of getting hold of them. They seen so staffcring in their size and
complexity -- so far beyond the ciJyability of any single institutional
segment ef the cOlnr:1Unity s public or priwlte ...• Anc they are so
interrelated th,'Jt to proc;,~ed to try tc sf'l'J(l ['ny one of them in isolation frcp the other is 0ftcn t'e Cr(l:~t2 T20-rri,: prob lems than are
solved by the cffcrt." (K.G. Harr • .Tr., President of Aerospace
Industries/issoci:ltion~ qucted in Far'!'l!"':; T;,usincss Reviev7,
March-April, 19(7, r. 10)
and~

liThe most probable !1ssunption is th"lt every single one of the old
demarcations, disciplines, and faculties is going to becoree obsolete and 2. barrier to learninr; as well as to understanding. The
fact that we are shifting from a Cartesian view of the universe, in
which the accent has been on parts and elements, to a configuration
view, with the emphasis on wholes and patters, challenges every
single dividing line between areas of study and knowledge."
(P.~. Drucker.
The Age of Discontinuity; guidelines to OUT changing society. New York, Harper and Row, 1968, p. 350)
Irnpleoentation of the relevant recorrnendations of the Study would therefore lull the world into believing that the best was being done to
attack world problems whilst due to the specialization on development, the system is rendered even more vulnerable to crises arising
from different types of problem. The more problem oriented or
specialized an organization becomes, the less easy it is for it to
adapt to new circumstances. (Witness the plight of many specialized
prehistoric anirJ81s -- of which the Study is in fact aware~ " .•• the
(UtI) machine as a whole has become unmanageable in the strictest sense
of the word. As ~ result~ it is beconing slower and more unwieldy
like some prehistoric I"onster;i I, u. iii)
It is not clear \JQether the Study advisors included persons from all
fields which intcr~ct with developnent. That this should be possible
is itself dangerous in view of the seriousness with which the recommendations of the Study will be considered.
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b)

Organizations interacting with the UN developncnt system are ignored
The UNDP interacts with the cutside world mainly through the other
Specialized Agencies. It is their projects which are financed by
UNDF funds. It is clearly important to consider the interaction between the UNDP and the Agencies~ justified by the argument quoted on
page 3 (II~ p. 30). Given this argument, however, and the fact that
the Specialized ABencies themselves are acting within the development
framework of a maze of other organizations~ for:

" ••. because (the UN multilateral progra~me of cooperation) is
Billall, in r21ative and absolute terms~ its contribution should be employed strategically within the framework of
all available flevelcpment inputs, Hh;.;!:her these are to be provided
from a country: s internal rescurces or. fror" outside assistance,
includinp biJntcro.l progral'ltr£S; s idlarly, because it represents
only one of the 21err:ents Uf-,edf~d to spur on the (ievelopnent process, close J.:~nl"s r.mst be forp;cd with the or[:anizations more
directly COnCC!'ij2C 1.vith the otl'.crs ~ n0tac 1y trade and financial
.'
transfers.
quantit~tively

/ - r ..,~......... _-.'j'

Then, clearly, equal attention should be p'lic1, t<~ the effectiveness of
the interactions cf these AGencies with the non-UN bodies with which
they are in (;Ontilct, if any global stratei!Y is te be formulated as the
Study suggests o
The terms of reference request that the Study include lithe use of
inter-governmental organizations not only within but also outside
the United !:1ations family ••• :' Reference to such organizations is
however very vague. It is not clear whether the authors are aware of
the nuwber of such bodies. The D.EoCoD., an extremely important body,
is mentioned some five times, despite the importance of its development
infor~ation systen.
There is no discussion of the problems of coordination with O.E.C.D. and the possibility that the UN and O.E.CoD.
chains of national development information centres will duplicate one
another. Casual reference is made to some of the development banks.
These bodies are definitely not considered as an integral part of the
overall development syste~.
The Study appears to be totally unaware of the existence of international
nongovernmental organizations of which there are now some 2,600.
This figure is expected to increase to 5,600 ~y 1985. The proportion
of these in fields associated Dore or less directly with development nanely~ social \Tclfare, econonics, finance, Cor ,'p.1erce, industry,
agriculture, transport, travel, technolo~y~ science, health, nedicine,
amounts to 52%(.+) ;lpproximat(:!ly !}O% of thes'?: have national organizations
as members, the renainder have individual ner~ers. (Yearbook of Internatiolla10rttanizations 1968~'1969o l"russels, U.l\..I. 9 81so Skelsbaek
Kjell. Development ef the systcr:::s 'Jf. intern'ltional orglmizations;
a diachronic study. 23.pE;r nres,:::ntQ0 IJ.t the third c0nference of the
International Peace :tescarc!1 Lss()ciation, 1969)
(+)

I'Hhat is the EGO interest in development? I cannot think of' ·a' single
NGO that has not expressed an interest in development ••• Many ••• would
welcome identification of their o\vu organizations I interests with •••
development." (Roosevelt, C. The politics of development: a role for
interest and pressure groups. Paper presented at SIn Conference, 1969)
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The impression that the report creates, even accepting the limits
imposed by its terms of reference. is that every single development
project or programme is planned and carried out entirely on the initiative of the ill{ Specialized Agencies. If other organizations are
involved, they arc either "voluntary" or ;'national" and are under the
closest of Agency supervision.
Typical of the treatment accorded to non-UN organizations in the Study
is the reference to the role of UNRP~ in the following:
"This is as good a place as any to dispose of the canard that,
for some mysterious reason, an international organization cannot
operate 8.S quickly as a national system. This is nonsense. At
the hei8ht of its operations, UNRRA -- still the kargest economic
and social operation ev(;r tackled by t:1C U'J -<- v7i1S moving supplies
on a scale unsurpassed by any r::lilitazy crp:3r:izetion in l-Jorld Har
Two, as ,,;ell 93 de.sling ,<!ith over e::'g'1t :d.Ilian displaced persons."
(I, p. 32)

An uniformed p(~rscm ivould 1:,,,, Cl1CC ;.;.regec1 to believe that UNR&\ did everything and that t~lere ;:existed!::; c,ther tYl;8S of organizations to be involved. Comrare the implications I)f the above with the version of
Bertram Pick.3.rd SJ

¥~fbo

"i"Jorl<.cd vlit!.1 TJITRP.. tl.~

"These emergencies have been referred to in some detail because
they so well illustrate situations that have arisen over and over
again in which NGOs become the instrumentalities of IGOs in the
field of practical operations. The machinery reflecting this
cooperation runs the whole gamut between operations (e.g. UNRRA and
the International Re~ugee Organization) where governments shoulder
the main operational and financial burdens with NC~s playing a
subordinate though important role and those where the main burden
and heat of the day is borne perforce by the NGOs ••• u, (The
Greater United Nations. N.Y.~ Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, 1956 9 p. 57; see also Yearbook of the United Nations
1946-1947, 1948-1949; also Voluntary agencies working for Palestine
refugees. International Associations, ]954, no. 12, whole issue)
The Study may therefore be considered to be somewhat unsystematic in
its examination of the or.ganizational context in which the UN organizations carry out their development programmes. A systems study should
examine or at least estimate the number and types of bodies with which
the system in question interacts, in order to discover what such
bodies supply to the system (inputs) and what they require from the
system (outputs; _'"" both at the present and in improved circumstances.
This is not done ~~nd therefore t.he degree of dc?endencc of the UN on
these bodies is not ~nown.
"Yet if one is cor:cerned with the extent
organizational 2ction~ one can establish
beyond them to demonstrate at some point
effect- •• n (Rosenthal~ R.A. and Heiner,
zational feedback processes. IN: Bauer,
tors, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1966)

of traceable effects of
the limits only by going
that there is no traceable
R.S. Problems of organiR.A. (Ed.) Social Indica-

I ...
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The conclusions of the Study are therefore based on a narrow perspective of how to improve the UN development capacity whatever the i~
plications. Since even the Study acknowledges the secondary role of the
UN development system (11. p.l11)~ it would seem logical that some
account should be taken of the effects of its programmes on the organizations with which the UN is in contact, firstly to ensure that their
effectiveness will not be decreased, and secondly, to ensure that the
effects of the changes on them will not create conditions which reduce
the effectiveness of the un programmes.
An objective of the UN, and surely the UNDP, is to accelerate development. The objective is not, how£ver, to accelerate development via
UN channels -- this may be a strategy, it is not an objective. The
Study ignores the possibility of a higher degree of interaction
between the uU$ other intergovernmental organizations and international
nongovernmental organizations -- with preservation of autonomy
sides -- leading to the crec:tion of a much higher pmvered development
network stimulated ~nd catalysed by the U~ syste~. It would appear
that the un (and th2 FNDP) ..!ants to mal':e th2 :'!evclopment problem
entirely its OFn, hOvTr::ver f~JW the resources at its disposal (cf the
UNRRA example). Assistance from outside is not required.
The Study does however advocate increased use~ by the UN system, of
bodies outside the system~ although it is not clear what bodies are
meant by this:
"More frequent contracting of projects outside the system would
ease the burden of direct recruitment and also provide cooperation
to the developing countries more rapidly ••• 1l (I, p. 42). liThe
Administrator may, in consultation with the government, decide
that a project should be executed by an organization outside the
United Nations system•••• " (11, p. 182)
It is quite apparent that the UN is uninterested in any projects
arising from initiative outside the system, but it is admitted that
it may be necessary to delegate some of the UN workload in this way:
" ••• there is a degree of burden which the appropriate Specialized
Agency is already supporting; if this is proving too great,
there is an obvious case for having the project executed by a
contractor outside the United Nations system, under international
supervision." (H, p. 183)
There seems to be a total lack of realization that many bodies outside
the UN system are anxious to undertake projects and that adequate
machinery is necessary to contact and encourage them to work on UN
projects. I1any bodies in fact find the UN to be far too slow to undertake development projects or to detect and respond to new problem areas.
The UN should recognize the distinction between its programmes which
have been approved by the long government ?dministrative process and
programmes initiated by outside bodies on topics which have not yet
become of sufficient political i~portance to penetrate through the
administrative machinery. By developing orr,anizational and information

I ...
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systems to deal with ~ne first only, the UN 1S in fact creating an
operational definition of development projects as being those which
have been approved by political processes. This process may not even
detect problems which are significant from a development perspective.
The time lag between detection ef, and action on, a growing problem
by a non-political body and recognition of a problem by political bodies
may be precisely the difference between a minor problem requiring few
resources and a major problem requiring much more resources (unnecessarily).
UN machinery should facilitate the attack on both political development
problems and pre-political development problems.
There is no understanding of the actual or potential relationship
between governmental and nongovernmental organizations ..- which should
be considered "'partners for development". It is instructive to compare
this attitude with the follor.7ing:
HAt the Si::~me drc.S\:7C have!:>ee.n buildinf; 0. vast net"m;-:k. of nonpublic
organizo.tior:iS having a ?cvcc'n,DGntAl ch;:r;£.r.::.:~__ :::md self-assigned
responsib:Ll,itL2,?" Erl.ch is organizedu;JCn BT, u1i:erest hase, rather
the.n a ter.ritorial onc. I'hus; trsc1c assoc:i.at1~onc effectively exert
governmental ci")nstt'aints UpDU thei.r cOrlJC'lf>,:icn members ~ and professional associations govern the ccndu,:.t c': physicians, engineers,
lawyers, and the res t. Traci(~ unions 9 ci.lD~"chc>s ~ and recreational
groups have been sinilarly structur:;d to serve the special
interests of their m8Dbers. All these groups are governments in
the essential meanings of that tern; they are regulative agencies
with power to exert sanctions and enforce control. Increasingly,
they have come to have nationwide realms for they have risen as
manifestations of a society rapidly moving into the post-industrial,
post-city stage of its development. Combined with the thousands
of "public governments", they contribute to a complex network
of policy and decision centers •••• The complexity of contemporary
society leaves no group independent of the others. and the welfare
of anyone groups is now unavoidably bound up with the welfare of
the others. t9 ('oJebber,11.H. The Post-City Age. Daedalus,
Fall ]968, p. 1106-]107. Issue on The Conscience of the City)
and
"Effectiveness and economy demand a basic philosophy of 'shared
responsibility benreen private organizations -- those for profit
and those not for profit -- and th8 federal government in the management of scientific and technical inforTIlation. In this sharing,
the major scientific and technical cC2munities and organizations
involved in rr.ajcr information-handlins a:~tivities should exercise
leadership in iT:":provement and ffiauaf,cr?::mt ~ recognizinp: the place
of their activities e.s p~rt of a national a88reeate of endeavour
in which the government also plays a ~2jor role. Zqually, all
government agencies sboeld rely ~n o~gaE:i2ations of the relevant
scientific~ technical, and information-handlinrc communities for a
major share in the manng0ment of the ~ informe,tion services required
by agency missions and activities."
(National Academy of Sciences.
Scientific and Technical COlmnunication; a pressing national problem
and recomnendations for its solution. t!ashin8ton, 1969. Recommendation A2, p. 27)

I . ..
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The UN system depends in the broadest sense on this network of organizations to detect and feedback information on the effects of its programmes, as is illustrated by the following:
"If the consequences of organizational action were perfectly
predictable, there would be no need for feedback •••• lf only one
course of action were open to an orp,anization, knowledge of the
consequences of that action would serve only to satisfy curiosity ••••
Finally, if an organization were immune to any reaction to the consequences of what it did ••• it would have no interest in feedback ••••
But~ organizations do vary markedly in the extent to which the
consequences of their 2ctions are predictable, in the extent to
which they have a choice of alternatives, and the extent to which
they are not ir0!:1Une fron the repercu3sions of their actions.
To the extent that ?t1 Jrganization dE'viates from this "ideal state 1V ,
feedback is increasingly important."~ (Ba.uer, R.A. in: Bauer R.A.
(Sd) SocieJ. IndicDtion, Corl-n:;

"tilT 19&6, p. 56)

From the Study one would .~'llag:ine, and nallY of its readers in the
developing countries will be led to ima.gine,<::hat the ,JOrld system is
composed of the :E1, (,ne or two other L1L~rp:overnf:leatal bodies, governments, Cl. fe,,! national associations and individu.als. That a UN document should convey this impression is extreme]:' irresponsible. An
educational opportunity has been effectively Lost and misconceptions
reinforced. In the light of this persp2ctive~ it would probably be
reasonable to recommend a UN/u~JDP structure like that in the Study.
The fact that the UN system is only part of a highly complex network
of decision-IT~king, information-handling and operational bodies
should suggest the need for a structure which is less like a military
organization chart and more oriented toward the needs of all the bodies
involved.
Not only does the Study not manage to count up the bodies interacting
with the m~? or alternatively express the need that they should be
counted up, but it is made clear that it was not even possible to count
up the decision-making bodies within the UN itself.
"The mere description of the present structure for development
cooperation identifies its major shortcomings~ it is far too fragmented, and has large areas of overlap which create ro~jor problems of coordination and an unnecessary de~ree of bureaucratic
complexity •••• Yet the picturs painted here nay even be conservative; a deeper search \vould probab 1 y brine additional bodies to
light •••• the structure is hampering acconplishment of the programme's objective of providing effecr-ive dc,relopment cooperation."
(U, p. 283)

This confirms an impression::hat the United ;':ations system is so unwieldy and complex (I, 1}.iii) that anyone associated ~vith it, is forced
to spend so much time 011 internal cor:mu:'1.ications and coordination (11,
p. 93) that his tiifi8 for examination of the non-UN parts of the world
systen is reduced to a bare minimum. Eis awareness of its complexity
and fine-structure is therefore low and even his awareness of the
importance of the unorganized public is not very high~

I ...
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" ••• a large number of officials in key ~os1t10ns in the UN development system must become more conscious of the degree to which the
programme depends on public support" (I, p. 51)
Such a person would therefore have little motivation to interact
with interest group development projects even if free to do so.
The consequence of this attitude over a long ?eriod of time is that
effective non-UN nongovernmenta1 bodies will tend to deliberately reduce the contacts with the UN and undertake separate programmes. Any
contact with the UN would then becorn~ only nominal and passive, thus
reinforcing UN oninions of the lacF of importance of such bodies.
This may be one reason for the lack of interest on the part of international lilGOs in the various':-IGO groupinf:';s associated with a number of
Specialized Aeencies which led in 1969 9 at each of them, to expressed
Nr~ dissatisfaction concernin8 the value of the 8roupings and their
machinery (cf. reports of: lith Conference on International Nongovernmental Organizations in Consultative Status with ECOSOC, 12th Conference of International Organizations in Consultative Relations with
UNESCO, 15th Confercmce of International ()rganiz8tions for the Joint
Study of Activities Planned in the Field of li[~riculture in Europe

(FAO».
c)

t1anagement problems of bodies outside the UN system are ignored
There is an implicit assumption in the Study that the UN development
system can be adequately redesigned without examining the w~nagement
problems of non-UN bodies or systems.
The Study states for example

that~

"Our enquiries revealed example after example ~,jhere Departmental
Ministers have advocated policies in the governing bodies of the
particular Agency which concerned them (e.g. a Minister of Agriculture in FAO, or a ~1inister of Education in UNESCO) which were in
direct conflict with his governmentis policies toward the UN system
as a whole. lI (1, p. 4)
but does not infer from this that the coordination problems within
national government systems may be as great, or greater, than those
shown by the Study to exist for the UN system. Just as some observers
imply that the UN is a body adequately coordinated by the General
Assembly, so the i2plication here is that the situation revealed by
the above quote aaf,s not suggest a fragnentation of coordination at
the national level and below. Government is not one bodv but a network of bodi0s ,:mcl the deficiencies of the UN system are" the reflection
of weaknesses_in such net~JOrks.(+)
(+) " ••• there is not much danger of a monolithic Federal adventure in

environmental control. no less than thirteen Congressional Committees
now have a niece of the environmental action. In addition, there are
90 separate'Federal environmental programs, plus 26 quasi-governmental
bodies and fourteen interagency cOIl'ffiittees already at work ••• 1!
(Newsweek, January 26, 1970, p. 31)
I ...
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U.S.A.~

"In our federal programs for urban renewal, transportation improvement, and pollution control, to name just a few, we are still
operating on the old project-by-project basis. Problens are subdivided into manageable units, but rarely are those units coordinated into a comprehensive pattern. It is still rarer for one
program to be related to another, particularly in a case where
agency jurisdictional lines do not overlap ••••• As one local government official described the public management process, "He manage
by reaction rather them design. ill! (Horse, F. Bradford. Private
responsibility for public management. Harvard Business Review.
March-April 1967, p.7)
And consider th2 case in onc Europe~n country where the government
coramissioned a special research profr~m8e to locate all international
bodies and/or the~~ subsidiary organs or comnissions concerned with the
Second Developc',nt Decade (flU, tc, t~1eir r~'ln(iate ~ their experience, or
because of t'be n,:.;ed ·co edn';-,t thei y p~cogI"11T.[1es), in order tc formulate
an overall policy. IiCC'"U3C they,>JcI':G then tln2J.,lc, to deternine v7hich
departr.,ents "Ji tb.in their mm ;soverc.,,',,:,nt,,: 1 structure ,verc responsible
for contact 'iJi tb t-~c thn~e h~3,ndreG bodiss l:;c".ted 9 the government
committee responsible gave up the attenpt ~o formula~e an overall
development policy and restricted its at~er.tion to thirty of them
(namely 10% of the ElVailable organizationel resources).
Any redesign of the UN subsystem of the world system, which ignores
the other subsystems~ may therefore be tantamount to the iltinkering"
approach w.hich the Study criticizes (1, p.18). In fact,
increasing
the capacity of the UN subsysten, when the !!absorptive capacityll of
the countries is inadequate~ can only lead to waste or irreversibly overstrain
the national administrative structures which would prove unable to respond
to the improved ability of the UN.
liThe Capacity Study's investigations point strongly to the conclusion that too many projects are planned without due regard
for the country's real capacity for providing support and assuming
continuous responsibility./! (H, p. 99)
But the discussion of absorptive capacity does not underline the possibility of nanagement problems such as those found within the UN, it
restricts itself to questions of ~ersonnel, material resources and
the conuaent tha t
"the UN developr,::ent system cannot function properly unless it is
provided with a coherent and consistent body of development policies •••
Unfortunattly~.. the ~ultiplicity of orgens having a responsibility
for different 3spectsJf de7c:lopnent, •. all too often propose policies
and establish objectives thqt are conflicting and thus cloud the
development scene further.. " (II, p. 101).
But the "multiplicity of organs r~ referred to here are within the UN
system. There is no hint that there ni?ht be an equivalent multiplicity
within each ~rovernr:lent structure and that it night be there that the
causes of many problems lay.

I . ..
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The effectiveness of international development programmes may be entirely
dependent on links in an administrative chain or network which are in
fact weakest at the national level, even further down the chain, or
even in the gray area of interaction between nongovernmental and governmental bodies, or in the nongovernmental subsystem itself. There is
no suggestion in the Study that this possibility might nullify the
results of all the proposed improveoents proposed for the tnJ system,
except perhaps indirectly in the quote above and the following:
"There is no doubt that this opportunity exists (to revitalize the
United Nations development system) -- but can the governments of
the vlOrld grasp it? .. I am ccnpelled to say: nOn the record of
the last twenty years, probably not. 11 11 (1, p. ii)
Is it not possible to dc,sign an infonration system (even as a ulpackage")
which would h(,lp governnentG and hopefull] other bodies, to get a clear
overall vi~v of the~r own structures as well as their relationship
to intern.ational stru.cturc:s:; incltL:lin~'~ th~sc. of tr1c Ut1?

d)

Administrative a!id,~perational prncc:,sses on Y;7hich UJ\l development prograr:nnes are dep9~:HleHt:.y Dro _ignored;,
The Study is pri!~,arily concerned with the ceneral conception of the
capacity of the UN systen fro:c. a hir~h levi}l IFan0cement point of vieto7.
It is very important th'lt this should be stressed and is a breakthrough in this context in terms 0f its comprehensiveness.
But an organization's success depends on effective interaction with
its environment, and in the case of development prOf,r&mmes~ it is very
much tied up with the administrative problems of the impact its programmes have on its environment. Some of the avenues of interaction
on the output side are
project level experts
consultant level experts
consultative level international bodies
national government delerations
publication and document purchasers
publication and document distribution lists
public information distribution lists (mass media, influential
persons, etc.)
Some of the avenues of interaction on the input side are
potential contacts at ~ variety of levels (incoming queries)
publications ~nd documents distritutors (sending)
statistical infornation ;:cnerators (sending)
scientific and technical infornation generators (sending).
Each of these channc:ls f.roups together inforT.:lation frolll a (not excessively)
large number of bUdies VIi th 'l.<7hich the un sys tor:\ is in contact. They
represent the web of ::celationships throufh ,vhich the UN system acts.
To consider the UN system ~s a whole, as a manaEcment problem, this
web of relationships must be considered as a whole. The Study does
not do so nor does it connent on the followinf point. Current information on bodies using and supplyinp information to ~1 bodies, whether

I.
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they are within the UN system, the government system, the nongovern
ment (non-profit) system, or the commercial system~ appears to be
split between and within each aeency, by geographical area, by
sector and even by channel. The same body is likely to be listed
many times in a totally uncoordinated manner leading to important and
undetectable omissions.
This problem is touched upon only vaguely with the emphasis on data
on projects:
"There is a certain amount of diffusion and fragmentation of
individual projects •..which do not contribute in any substantial
way to integrated development ••••• The problem of fragmentation •••
remains -perhaps the most serious prohler.J to be solved "Tith respect to operational progra:rrmes.io, (quote .ErotT' E/CtL5/1~12, para 3).
"In short, t),en' are now sJ.mply too Lta:ay separate, inconsistent ~
incomplete

info'2:':~ation

systerns

rela.ti·~":'"~g

to some facet of develop-

ment cooperation activities~ and these systems are undirected and
uncoordinatc,"-y aay eentral authority.tl (II? p.222)
Th~

Study does not po into organization of the numerous contact information systems or mention how these shouln be related to the new system
proposed.

The proposed structure and inforEation system attacks the problem in
a piecemeal fashion) touching only on those bodies which are important
for project coordination purposes. But these and other bodies need
information from the UN or should be supplying information to the UN.
This information may be of a technical, statistical, public relations
or other type. Each type of information, each input or output flow
has its importance to processes with which the UN is concerned. They
have not been considered in an integrated manner.
Perhaps the main weakness is the total lack of mention of public relations information and its degree of integration with the proposed
information systems. And yet the Study can acknowledge:
liThe image. This is perhaps the greatest intangible and imponderable of all. In few areas of action are governments so sensitive to public opinion as that which is generally referred to
as Hforeign aid". unDP~ in particular~ and the UN development
system generally, arc completely dependent on government support.
Thus their public nimage~! is of inm'ensc importance. Capacity
is directly relcted to public opinion. il (l? p. 50)
The UN depends to a large cxt;~nt on its f!j:ility to influence and
convince people anr'! :)rganizations th.?,t it is effective. It has to
"se1l 11 itself and the idea or development -- many people are totally
indifferent t8 both t-:l€: U\ 2,ua development (possibly with much justification if they are not delibcrat;:lly involved iC' both the UU processes
and the world problem solving process). The important point which
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arises here is ~ne traditional distaste on the part of the last
generation of managers~ po1iticians~ academics, and administrators
for mundane mailing lists. And yet mailing lists ensure effective
contact with the real world. 11ai1ing lists may in themselves be
totally lacking in interest, but an organization's mailing list is
a direct representation of the pattern of its contacts or the web
of relationships into which it is embedded. As such it is important
for management purposes, for political and academic understanding, and
to programme adninistrators. L flexible mailing list has tremendous
potential for increasing the effectiveness 0f the organization. Skilled
use of it can be seen as a process of manoeuvering through information
space and is 3 measure of the "livingness a of an organization -- its
openness to its environlrrent.
The nailing lists \vithin the un system are hO\;7ever s.cattered by department~ devisi~n and aeency and there are: considerable pressures, which
have nothing to de: ".Tith the uxternal world, against collecting them
together -- even ir the form of copies.
l'Often the information required is known to one or other p5J.rts
of the UN development system but is not readily available, either
because cor~unication facilities are inadequate, or because it
is llhoardc.d il by t:.1C Agency concerned. n (I ~ p. 30)
It is therefore totally impossible to coordinate the interaction of
the UN with one particular outside body for a wide variety of purposes.
The Study complains of this sort of behaviour on the part of governments.
This sort of approach is only acceptable if the non-UN system is considered
irrelevant to UN operations, or where non-1JN bodies only need to be told
something, or requested for something using mass mailing techniques
which do not require any fine control.
CONCEPT OF FUTURE UN STRUCTURE
The Study makes the inportant assumption that development problems
are and will, for the next 30 years, be the most important problems.
It also affirms that the UNDP:is the most appropriate body to take
care of these problerrs:
;lthe procedures and processes proposed •.• could only be implemented
if (among other things) the development activities of the various
organizations of the United Nations systeM are coordinated to the
maximum extent possible by 2 central body~ through which the greatest
amount possible of technical cooperation funds ~ade available should
be channelled .•.• It sh0uld be accepted that UNDP provides the best
foundation on vlhich a coordinating organization could be based. H
(II~

p. 148-9)
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and:
"Not only does (the UNDP) exist as an active programme, it operates
in a hundred countries ••• in fact is the embodi~ent of the United
Nations to villagers and townspeople~ as much as to senior civil
servants and ministers." (I, p. 8)
From these assumptions it quickly follows that the governing bodies of
the l~P and UNICEF should be merged into a more powerful ~jDP. Then
!lather measures which could be contemplated at a later date might
aim to reduce the number of subsidiary bodies of the General
Assembly which deal with matters of economic and social development. The purpose of this v70uld be to nake ECOSOC the unmistakeable focal point for the coordination and policy orientation
of all the economic and social activities of the UN system and for
all development cooperation operations undertaken by the

system~

Logically the governing bodies of mrCTAD and UNlDO should also
be brought under the ae.gis of ECO~OC •••• A concentration of this
kind would effectively transfor~ a suitably constituted ECOSOC
into a one~world parliament, pledged to ~ unified attack on poverty.
disease, hunGer and ignorance, and to the corporate achievement
of economic and social progress." (II~ p. 331).
It is not quite clear why ECOSOC should be the t'7orld-parliament
rather than the General Assembly, or just how ~uch influence UNDP
would have on ECOSOC or where the Uorld Bank and Ir'W would fit in.
(The Study does not discuss their operations "because they are independent and well managed" (I~ p.iii». It does however appear
that a considerable amount of power is being concentrated in the agency
which sponsored the Study~ UrIDP, with little recognition of the problems of controlling such power. It is not sufficent to give the UN
system a '9brain 91 ~ it is necessary to ensure that the brain will be
a healthy onc (other than in its own view). It is clear from the
preceding sections that the brain has very poor eyes, in terms of its
ability to detect and take into account the non-political processes in
the world system -- this is dangerous.
This move is dangerous in another way as well. It is intended that
the improved UNDP should make use of all the new long-range planning
techniques with computer assistance (11, p. 255-6). The dangers of
this situation have been very neatly described in the following quote
about a similar proble~ at the city planning level. It is sufficient
in the quote to replace ~:Cityll or Hurban" by an elastic term stretching
from HUNDP-syster;;:l through'tJl'J development systerrfl to H"Jorld systemH ,
and II citizen H by ll:CCOSDC or General Assembly delegate:i or :'delegate~
citizens and international bodies: ' to realize sane of the unconsidered
problems to which implementation of the Study rcco~~endations could
lead:
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ilLong-range planning tJ7ill be an unprecedentedly complex activity
because the urban condition is complex and planning technology is
increasingly using sophisticated economic and social theory~ applied
through systems analysis, program planning and budgeting~ and the like.
Since knowledge of this sort will be the basis for city management,
it will also be central to attaining and maintaining political and
bureaucratic power.
These circumstances presage new problems. In brief, long-range planning
requires continuity and some unknown degree of stability to reap its
fruits, but at the same time small percentages of the population will
increasingly have the; ability or inclination to upset the I'systemn •
Planners and those responsible for managing the city will tend to do
~7hat they can to prevent their long-range ~l::>ns from being upset.
More often than not, this \"i11 involve partis:m interpretations to
the public ~.f _thE: pu-;"poscs and prospects o-:Ethe-planning goals and
t:neir impl8rr~nt.::::.t5:::'~1, (;iven the complexity of both the planning process
and the urban situ'-ltio:l~ the citizen tvill probably be unable to find
out the implicCl.tions of pursuing one pl3.n rather than another. His
option then ~'7il1. be ,Esrupting protest, political withdrawal, or ritual
particif:~tiun040~OS~C:j 1ctions will encourage further activity~ thereby
compounding the cOIT,~lications in responding to and coping with the
urban SC0ne in somo coherent manner. Meeting such demands •••will
become all the more complex ••• because increased mobility and communications will facilitate their interaction and emphasize priority and
resource conflicts ••
o ••

It is commonplace today to recognize the necessity for moving in this
direction (use of computers and long-range planning techniques) in
order to deal more adequately with the operating requirements of day-today governrr~nt ••• But using the computer for long-range planning in a
context of social perturbations will demand a collaboration among
planners, policy-makers, and pOliticians that will threaten the practice
of democracy. This threat can, perhaps, be mitigated by using the
computer in (other) ways •••••
All decision-making related to a city government or made by agencies
of a government has a substantial political component, even those
decisions based heavily en the kinds of information the computer and
its human adjuncts provide. Any political decision is made with the
intent of preserving or expanding the base of power, command, control,
and influence of the organization or persons involved. !layors,
authorities~ chiefs or commissioners of this and that do not choose
to weaken their p~rsonal power, nor do their organizations deliberately
act so as to lose control over their traditional nandates. In the
urban vlorld of 1976 that control, tha.t n01J7Cr, '<7ill increasingly be
based on access t~ ~Ld control of infcr~ntion and the means for generating
new knowledge out:>f it. Infor;:;,atior~ will provid2 an increasingly
potent basis for ;'e.djusting" the outside 1:wrld SC' that it is compatible
vTith the surviv21 ;::nd grcmth nirns of the agency and for internally
adjusting the apency so that it can respond to what it perceives as
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pertinent to it in the evolving complex environment •••• the politician
(and I include the agency chief and the advocate planner), working in
tandem with his technological advisers and program designers, is in
a position to put forth interpretations of Hurban reality", programs
to deal with it, and evaluations of those programs as implemented
based on knowledge either unavailable to those who might challenge him
or unavailable at the time that a challenge might be most effective.
This situation characterizes the way military affairs and military
policies are planned and operated ••• The partisan use of incomplete or
selectively emphasized technological knowledge is already the case
with regard to the justification offered for the supersonic transport •••
It is beginning to be so vlith regard to methods advocated for pollution control, mass transport, aducational technology, and social welfare.
As these areas of planning and operatio~s become more rationalized, the~cies r::nd persons res]?onsi1?.l::_for such ..E.!ans and programs will try to protect their dc_~isions cifH.l Bctions from effective
criticism or i~pednnce.••. And given the natur8 and the basis for
decision-making 0Hd ope:::ati.ons -- increD.scoG social complexity dealt
with through increas<:~d conco"?tu~l complexity -- it ,,,ill be easier to
obscure the organizations! situation, t:han it ,Jas in a simpler day
unless we specificcllly design raeans for kecpinf these reflexes from
operatin[' too well •••••
These anticipated characteristics of urban governance suggest that
we should be preoccupied with developing not only the means for making
the political syste~ manipulable by the poor, but also the new means
that will enable affluent, concerned citizens to get at the political
system in years to come. Unless we do so, the citizen of 1976 may
find himself unable to judge whether he knows enough about a particular proposed policy or a proposed or ongoing program to discern where
his and the community's interests lie.
He probably will not be able to identify the set of options or the
conceptual model used to transform the data. He will not even know
what data were fed into the program or how adequate they were. Nor will
he be unable to judge which costs and benefits of the secondary and
tertiary impacts reverberating out through the urban environment have
been taken into consideration and by whom. (Given the autonomy of
various agencies in the urban govarnment, he will probably be safe
in assuming that some of the "interface li issues have not been dealt
with or even recognized by agencies indifferent to or ignorant of
them -- or by those avoidinr: them for political reasons.)
Thus,
even when he is offered a choice of prograDs, his ignorance about the
assumptions made by the planners rcgardin[' the supposed future context in which the ;ywerams will operate and cvcmtu811y "pay-ofe' will
prevent him from. choosing wisely, from committing himself to a longrange risk with an understanding of what the costs and benefits are
thought to be.
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- 22 If the concerned citizen felt ignorant or impotent in the past, he
could take solace in the knowledge that the capacity of organizations
to change things was usually small and potentially subject to some
revision at the next election.
That solace will disappear, however,
when the requirement for long-range programs means that many programs will have to carry on through many elections if they are to have
any chance of success ••••
The concerned citizen's discorefort will be increased in a new way:
He will know he is unskilled in manipulating and evaluating the information from which the computer-based options are derived. Not
only will he realize that he lacks some, of the fact;
he lvill know
that he is unable to "lftlOrk with them, even when he has theJC1.: 1
(!1ichael, D.l'''. On coping t-lith Comnlexity: Plcmning and Politics.
Daedulus, Fall 1968, p. 1179-1185)
Not one of the above problens has been considered. It is not possible
to avoid the above issues by 2r[~u:Lnf, th'1t the UN is not a political
body in the same W2Y as a city or local govern~~nt council.
The UN
is a politica: i:o;!y m:?ayed in tl1\2 saU8 vlr'.y by short term political
issues and s;>lit into voting t lees, 2nd it is as a political body
that it is cxauinc2 with such fervour by political scientists. The
Study argues that th8 UN is "politically objectiv8n~ namely that
"countries should be able to participate in U~1 programmes ••• in the
sure knowledge that no strings are attached, nor any ulterior motives
aspiring to the extension of political, economic, commercial or
cultural influence." (II, p. 108-9). But it also states that
H ••• very real political pressures now surround many of the Agencies.
Their good intentions are not in doubt, but in practice it is almost
impossible for them to subordinate sectoral interests to collective
policy. if (I, p. 33)
Under the new form, such pressures will continue to exist, although
the governments may have their options reduced to utake it, or leave
it". The attempt to achieve political objectivity is not the same
as that to achieve political neutrality.
The Study also makes little allowance for the fact that the United
Nations sytem is Hinhabited£! by people with their own interests to
protect and further.
llOnce an organization is set up, a human group is in being, all
the individual and personal motives vrl1ich have induced persons to
join the group ••• assume great importance in their minds ••• And
they build up, often unconsciously, very elaborate codes of
behavior and loyalties~ and affections and antipathies, which
have little 0r nothing to do with the formal organization of the
undertaking, the official relationships wnich their superiors
recognize ••• 11 (Urwick,]~.F. Notes on the Theory of Organization.
New York, AmDrican 11anagement Association, 1952).
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- 23 The centre of interest becomes Agency oriented t or even department
oriented, rather than objective oriented once an organization reaches
a certain degree of complexity in the eyes of its personnel. Quotes
included in the Study illustrate this~
" •••what exists today is 'inter-Agency rivalry for projects',
each Agency insisting, almost as a matter of right, to get a
slice of the country pie, regardless of the value and the propriety of the project from the country's point of view." (H, p.76)
each United £rations body was 'pressurizine' its opposite
technical ministry, Hhich, in turn, Has pressuriz ing the planning
and developncnt ministries.1! (11 9 p. 76)

Il • • •

Such group pressures t;;ithin the un (or Any -oody) guarantee the
relevance of the problems in the quote above. It is the :Igreat inertia
of this elabcrate .:l~~r.J.inistrativc strtlctUL'e 1t (I~ p .. ii) Y7hich impedes
any change. It is subject to the sane control problem noted by
Tan Dalyell, HI' reporting on the views of Anthony Hedgwood Benn,
Minister of Tec:mcl:J[;Y and Power~ Great Britain, IV • • • he advanced
his theory t'hat haviIlg reachcc Cl

S!~.?t

of

p0~qer al~:1s

he found that

the leavcrs of DOVJet' wen~ somehou no longer connected. to the machine.
'You can pull and tug at them~ but nothine ouch may happen' ••• 1i
(New Scientist, 25 December 1969~ p. 652)
This will be the probles faced by national representatives attempting
to control the new machine.
It is ironical that the processes which could lead to a solution to
the problem of de~ocratising the computerised planning process,
are the very processes which the conceptual filters used in the
Study have been unable to detect. If a democratic society is considered as a political system, it is immediately clear that it is the
function of pressure groups and unoffial lIinterested parties~g to
influence the government decision-making process to protect and further
their own interests or the interests of minorities which are believed
to need protection or furtherhance. Government responds to a.nd has its
policies reviewed and supported by individuals represented by the
leaders of such groups. At the national level they are considered a
normal and essential part of the democratic process. At the international level this process also exists~
HAlthough thc~ role of interest groups and pressure groups has long
been recognized, their role has been understood in relation to
national politics. Traditionally, it has been said that international rslations has nevsr beon able to develop a consituency
in the same \178Y then: other "interosts H have. I doubt that v1e have
seriously revi~wca this ~ssu~ption in light of the rapid changes in
the worlc\ in the past t"tJcnty years.;1 (Roosevel t, C. The politics
of development: a role for interest and pressure groups. Paper
presented to <m SIn Conference$ ::!ev7 Delhi 9 1969)
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Tacit recognition has been given to some 500 of their international
representative bodies in the form of the consultative relationship
with individual Agencies. The UNDP does not have such a relationship,
which may account for the bias in the Study.
Clearly, the problem of safeguarding the interests of all concerned,
and not just the 11 po liticians? planners and p1 icy-makers !i , is to ensure
that the information needs and consultative function of nongovernmenta1
international bodies are carefully taken into account in designing the
future Ui:J structure. If they or their national menbers have a democratising or supporting function to perform, they should be designed
into the future organizational structure and information system. If
they do not, then this should be made very clear to the parties concerned.
If an attempt is made to moderrise and cornputerise one part of the
democratic process, ,vhy is it impossible to recognize the ne(~d for
an equivalent ;.rrodcrnisation of the counteracting parts in order to preserve the balance and safeguards which are considered characteristic
of democracy? There S(22mS to be an ieplicit assumption that the number
of government policy ')r adt!linistrative 18v(,ls which can be added
above that of the national level is unlimited -- that~ in fnct~ an
increasing number of such levels does not change the character of the
process or create special control problems. If the character of the
decision-making process is changed, then clearly corrective feedback
from other international sources, or sources not dependent on the long
administrative communication lines~ should be sought. (See: Galtung,
Johan. Non-territorial actors and the problem of peace. Paper presented at the Porld Order Hodels Ueeting, Northfield Inn, 1969, on the
possible relationship between the UN and international non-territorial
organizations)
The article quoted earlier points in the direction of a solution.
n ••• in principle, the means for such citizen involvement exist
today, operating in the form of multiple-access computer systems
in which many people use the same computer and share one another's
programs~ data, thinking, and solutions ••••• With access to all
the data the government agencies will have about what is happening
to their areas of responsibility, it can be expected that the
citizens V various interests will result in one or another group
scanning each pertinent situation, alert for new data revealing
unexpected gains or losses that can be attributed to the working
out of one or another plan. These c0ntinuing monitoring efforts
could force the ;:lgencies not only to appropriate programmatic
responS2S to what the citizens discover, hut also to collect new
types of data ~2eded for improved evaluation of the programs. Most
important of all, the extraordinary ckgree of openness required to
operate this way could mean that s over time, the political system,
including the citizen, could come to recognize error and failure
as natural ?roducts ef trying to cope with a complex urban environment. no longer ,"ould the government have the need to
cover up ••• Knowing that some error and failure are inevitable,
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both goverruuent and citizen would be aote to accept social experiments more easily for what they are •••• Although the individual
citizen can usefully contribute to the elucidation of some of these
issues on the basis of his own circumstances? much of what he
will need to transform his concerns into decisive queries to the
information system will have to be provided by specialists •• ~.
But the present roles are not refined enough to'provide a readily
accessible resource for linking citizens with computers. A more
specific delineation of specialities will be needed to implement
the proposed system. These would provide the functional equivalent of the "shadow" planning~ policy-making, and program-evaluation
agencies of urban governwent. These specialists, retained by
citizen grO'Jps, could be individuals or consulting firms that do
not take government contracts and thus avoid conflicts of interest•••••
vJe really have no choice in the Inatter if ':le ,dsh to maintain the
reaIIty of democ~acy•.• ,(In the absence of such an approach) the
citizen would be less and less able to assess the implications of
what the government proposes in his best interest. Being unable
to assess his ir;terest, he would be forced c;ither to abdicate
political participation based on a knowledgeable assessment of the
situation or to accept out of ignorance what the planners and
politicians offer him. And in the urban world of 1976 these alternatives would 9 I hope 9 be unacceptable." 01ichael~ Ope cit. p.1187-119l)
The above argument and solution apply incidentally to the related topic
of protecting national data banks against abuse by their controllers and
users. As data on individuals and organizations at the national and
international level becomes accessible through directly linked computer
data banks -- now quite practicable -- some control on the controllers
is necessary. Governments are at present hesitating to implement such
data banks because of the lack of adequate control mechanisms. Again
it is ironical that the conception of such national systems and its
users excludes use by citizen interest groups when it is through the
active participation of such groups that the solution to the II pr ivacy/
democracy" problem may be obtained. Such an approach to a solution also
avoids the legitimate accusation that government is once again opting
for procedures which exclude the public.
The needed new relationship betwen planner and citizen, and between
their representatives at the international level, which organization
structures and information systems should facilitate 9 perhaps especially
in the case of international progra~~~s, is well illustrated by the
following quote with regard to urban development:
"Despite protestation to the contrary, most pla.nning and urban
development thinking i3 based on the linear notion of a sequential
progression fro.::: 80a1 formation to gettinG the facts ~ to analyzing
the facts, to the formation Jf clternative plans, to the selection
of a plan, to implcwencation ••••
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- 26 Until there is general understanding of the process of hvpthesis
formation, its injection into the t~ult of democratic dl~pute,
the generation of feedback, in an ever recurring cycle interaction,
little progress will be made in achieving a viable relationship
between the intellectual and actual decision-making, and indeed, in
the very formation of viable concepts •••. ln the process, the idea
formulator himself has been tempered by the heat of his confrontation with his peers, and he himself, perhaps unwittingly, has become
a more sensitive instrument more closely attuned to community
values." (Bacon, E.N. Urban Process, Daedalus, Fall 1968, p. 1168-9)
The ongoing debate on the need for the greater participation of the
individual in the decision--making process by \olhich his future actions
are circumscribed 9 needs to be considered far more seriously. It is
not confined to processes at the national level but also extends to the
international 1e\e1.
CONCEPT OF THE FUTURE UN DEVELOprlliNT UfFORHATIOJ:r SYSTEN

The proposals for an informatior: system are a key feature of the Study.
It points out that <>.ach Agency hmctions in a similar fashion. Each
has to deal with: prozrarnme planning and budgeting 9 formulation of
projects, programme information and evalua.tioll., data on projects.
HBut, despite the broad similarities, numerous differences prevent
UN bodies froF1 having a unified information system. The problem
starts •••with the absence of a unified policy or systematic organizational and procedural approach to UN development cooperation.
There does not yet exist a framework within which UN development
cooperation decisions are made nor a system for managing development cooperation activitieso Decisions affecting development
cooperation resources and activities are made in numerous places
without sufficient knowledge of or reference to one another. As
a result, most information systems or system design efforts to date
have suffered from the same fragmentation.o.This fragmented approach,
in turn, leads each Agency to classify diffcrntly data relating
to the same or similar objectives and to the same or similar types
of activities.o •. As a result, governing bodies and senior officials
thoughout the UN system do not have the information required in
order to make r~tional system-wide policy and programme decisions.
In short, there are now simply too many separate, inconsistent,
incomplete information systems relating to some facet of development c~ration ~ctivities. and these sytems are undirected or
uncoordinat(}d t:~central authority.?! (IT, p. 222-3)
a)

Development

biQ~

The above description of the current situation is extremely
important. fhe Study then goes on to describe an information system
to resolve th8se difficulties. This is of course achieved by focussing on the development cooperation activities. It is nowhere
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recognizea cnac cue reason for cue lack of coordination in the current
system is the variety of topics with which the UN ,is forced to deal
and the variety of ways in which topics must be approached. Priority
cannot necessarily be given to the development aspect of a project t
although there may be development side-effects.
There has been no
study of a system which could cope flexibly with the variety of information needs.
The Study avoids these difficulties with the assumption that the only
important system will be the development system. It is not clear what
will happen to other projects, or projects which are only 1110% development". Perhaps they v;rill be treated in duplicate. But by ignoring the
special features of projects which do not fit the development straight
jacket, the proposed system merely creates the need for a series of
inefficient minor information systems to cope with the unconsidered
topics. The f~ct that there will be some interaction is ignored.
By opting for._!.E:.£.J2roposed syst~m9 the Study is therefore creating
the sort of probL,;L'~s v,'hich it criticizes in the quote above. Unless
an information sys Ler; is desi~ned for the multi-purpose solution of
general problems, ~t ~U8t give rise to the need for other information
systems. The Study can ignor,~ this, because nen-development problems
(like pollution) are not within its terms of reference -- but can the
UN as a whole afford to ignore this and be led into a cul-de-sac?
The importance of th8 interaction between fields of activity and problem areas was dealt with in an earlier section.
No investigation appears to have been made of whether a new information system could not be made to deal with both development and nondevelopment problems so that the current political interest would not
jeopardize information needs of the future.
b)

Country bias
The whole information system is organized in terms of countries.
liThe overall systems concept and information flow ••• shows the coun.try as the starting point, the focus, and the end point of all
.activities. It is in the country that primary subject-matter
collections of statistical data would be generated, and it is in
the country that the data would be finally used. 91 (Ut p.255)
Is all economic and social information (even of relevance to development) directly linked to a country? Is it all easily divisable by
country? National political boundaries are quite arbitrarily related to the geography of the regions across which they cut. It may
be useful, mainly fo~ political purposes, to be able to attempt to
split data by country but even the development of a country is not of
the country as n whole but of geographical regions blocked out by
the political cr:crriers. The approach is certainly not scientific,
particularly where geographical regions crossing political frontiers
in different parts of the world have similar problems.
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- 28 The Study is forced to recognlze the artificiality of this approach
in a section on "The Case for UNDP Financing "Non-Countryll Actions lt •
The key phrase is:

"Since, however, the varied and pressing needs of governments of
developing countries make it unlikely that the aggregate of their
requests for cooperation from the UN system will equate exactly
with the desiderata established at the global level, it can be
argued that it would not be consistent with the requirements of
long-term development objectives to concentrate all the resources
of mlDP on country programmes 1l • (lI, p. 127)
From the tone, it is apparent that the authors do not believe that
there is much chance of this view being accepted. Some of the
"inconvenient" topics requiring such attention are: meteorology;
civil aviation, application of science and technology, population,
natural resources? proteins, education, ~~rine science and environmental problems. It is not made clear how the information system
will sort out the interaction between country and non-country projects
and whether the line of demarcation can be satisfactorily drawn for
computer purposes.
It is merely stated that
"At the same time the country approach must be effectively reticulated into the global and regional objectives for many
fields of human endeavour ••• 1I
but these are of course
tl • • • evolved by the Agencies under the impulse of Member Governments ••• 1I (1. p. 16)

The underlying assumption is that freezing the information system into
a country basis is the most useful for development purposes. If,
however, problems are now becoming non-territorial, as was shown in
a quote in an earlier section, then this decision is suspect, and
may even prejudice the analysis and solution of future problems.
It is of course very tidy for administrative purposes, except for the
real difficulty of deciding what is currently to be considered a
nation. It is ironical that the United Nations should want to take the
lead in opting for an information system which stresses national
interests rather than highlight the problems of similar geographic
regions, however they are divided politically.
No investigation appears to have been made of whether a new information system could not be made to deal with both country-based and
non-country based perspectives on a basis of equality, and according
to need, so tha.t the current political needs would n6t jeopardize ,.
the information needs of the future and non-politically oriented
research.

I ...
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IJ!i/L"lIDP bias conce.rnl.ng

In reading the description of the proposed information system, one
becomes less and less certain as to whom the system is being created
for and from whom information is to be obtained.
It is encouraging
to read that:
"Under ideal circumstances, the information needed to support the
(UN Development Cooperation Cycle) should be met out of an organized continuum of information that flows freely and regularly
from and between organizational units engaged in development cooperation activities." (lI, p. 229)
Inputs mentioned are:
liThe infort:lation sub-system developed to provide access to technical and scientific information ••• must build on and utilize fully
the information system infra-structure now in place, or being developed, throughout th(," un system, and in key external organizations ••• " (ll, p. 234)
liThe developnent cooperation activities of the United Nations
system require ready access to a large body of technical and
scientific information in a variety of subject-matter fields •••
including development cooperation activities carried out by external inter-governnental, nongovernmental, and bilateral organizations (encompassing research and other scholarly activities) ••• u
(II, p. 233)
Outputs mentioned are:
n ••• the

economic and social ••• and the technical and scientific
information sub-system{s) •••• should also help to satisfy the information requirements of governments, of Specialized Agencies
with regard to regular programme activities, and of user organizations and individuals outside the UN system." (11, 259)
"Hany other users -- governments, individuals, educational institutions, students -- would take advantage of the technical and
scientific information maintained by the UN system. 1I (II, p. 235)
"While UNDP, in its capacity as manager of the UNDCC, is a major
consumer of T&8 information, it is not the only one; it is a constitutional responsibility of the Specialized Agencies to provide
information in their sectors for all users. 1t (11, p. 235)
But this availability applies only to published data. "And many
documents are restricted and thus not available for wide distribution
and use." (11, p. 237) It does not show what is being done. Information on the corrective actions planned and unde~Tay through the different
Agencies -- namely the project information -- is not to be made available for consultation by non-UN bodies~
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".•. analysis of Agency reports has convinced the Capacity Study
that such (project control) reports should serve the operational
needs of the Executing Agencies, as well as the requirements of
UNDP ••••• The flow of operational and administrative control information within the system would essentially be upward from the
levels of the project and of the Resident Representative's
office to higher levels in the organization.1! (lI, p.265-6)

Clearly a, hopefully diminishing, proportion of the operations data
must remain confidential. But the Study makes no mention of interaction with non-UN bodies during the life of the nroject. Some projects may last years. How is an organization conducting a project
in a given area to determine whether this will interact disastrously
with a UU project? The Study infers that the UN system will take into
account all other projects (but only at the moment of formulating the
project ==-not after). But will the initiators of these other projects
(perhaps under bilateral or even national schemes) be able to take
into account D'! projects? And what will happen when a project is
going wrong (inside or outsidG the UN system) and there is pressure
to make its activities even more confidential?
Many situations can 18 envisaged, particularly as ~ne rapidity or
change increases, where development and pollution projects interact
in an uncontrollable manner because one does not know the action
being taken by the other. Such interaction can be very rapid -which would render the planned reporting mechanism useless. It must
not be forgotten that there is an appreciable time delay -- disastrous
for control purposes -- before all the appropriate decision centres
in different parts of the UN-system (and outside) are informed and
can coordinate their response. v11oreover, because of delays in
project implementation and report preparation, project results are
not immediately available." (11, p. 237) It would appear that the
responsibility is placed on the government to coordinate and control.
But the very countries in which most aid is required will be those
in which the co~rdinative apparatus is probably poorest. (+)
The flowcharts which should clarify the question show in one case
(Chart 6-3) that "Assistance plans of bilaterals, (and) other nonUNDS bodies" feeds into a function labelled lIIdentification of role
of external aid v1 during the prograr.'.me formulating phase. On another
(Chart 6-6), "External documents from intergovernmental organizations
and nongovernmental organizations" feeds into :lNational documentation
center or Resident Representatives Office.1! Also that "User Technical
Information" and IlUser Activity Information" feed into the "National
Documentation Center ll • The impression is very much "no~T it is, now
it isn' t" -- now its everyone, nml its UN (or UNDP) only. Non-UN
bodies can benefit from out of date data which has been collected and
published but are not to be informed of decisions taken concerning
that data.
(+) n••• many developing countries ••• had not solved the formidable problem posed

by the sheer size of the information-distribution functions, and the related
need for timely consultation, which arose in connexion with the multifarious points of contact between their countries and the international
system•• :' (E/AC.51/25, para 78)
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Tne intent seems to be to consider all non=UN inputs and outputs
as national thus
" ••• although the role of the UN system is modest,
it is still important because it is different in nature
and quality from the assistance offered through (all?)
other channels, primarily because of its inherent characteristics •••• Basically, the distinction between bilateral
forms of cooperation and that provided through the UN is that
the latter is a universal enterprise, in which all countries
participate on equal terms ••• IY (II, p. 108)
Clearly, here the international system is seen as being composed of
the UN and bilateral (donor/receiver) organizations. At least 500
international nongovernmental organizations have consultative
relationship with ECOSOC. From the text it could easily be inferred
that these and all other intergovernmental bodies offered assistance
which was deficient in nature and quality and non-universal -- although
some of the NGOs have members in more countries than the Ull and eVen
operate in areas into i"hich the UN cannot move (See; Pearson Report).
If the terms Hnon-lJN" and 1!externaF aid projects are interpreted as
is occasionally implied to cover all the development projects in
existence, thus including the projects initiated by international
nongovernmental organizations, it becomes unclear as to what procedure is to be adopted for gathering the information in question.
This problem is not considered. But in Chart 6-3~ it is implied that
the UNDP programme planning will take into account such aid. Since no
estimate was made of the amount and nature of such aid, or the sources
of such information, it would seem that such analyses will not be
particularly effective.
If such non-tniDS projects are included, and the information system
is to be for the benefit of all,who will decide whether a given project is a "development" project and should be included? What will
be the status of external development projects not covered by a UNDP
programme or by the current UlTDP political definition of development?
If they are excluded, how will the effects of interaction be detected
and avoided? 'fuat will be the status of UN and non-UN non-development
projects which might interact with development projects? How will
such projects be detected?
A UN development information system should recognize the delays inherent in obtaining governmental support for a given programme, or
even recognition of the existence of a problem early in its development. ~J.ongovernmental groups may take significant steps at this
stage (as the Pearson Report recognizes) and it is important to ensure
that their activities meld harmoniously into those of governmental
bodies. This is a real problem as is illustrated by the following
with regard to research:
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"Persons and groups who perceive the importance of a new subject
at an early stage try to set research going wherever they may be.
Initiatives may be taken in unlikely places, and in institutions
which do not provide the best environment for them. Thus there
may be quite a lot of research in progress, but its results are
partial and not sufficiently accessible. Members find their
discussions on scientific and technological questions frustrated
because they cannot obtain the data they require for adequately
informed debate. There is no single place where they can get the
appropriate information." (Crowther, J.G. The Strategy of
Science. New Scientist, 8 May 1969, p. 304)
In the development context, the UN needs to be able to latch onto
such persons and groups ilwherever they r.lay be". This view is expressed in recomnendation for information services within the U.S.A.
(See quote from SATCOI1 Report on p. 12)
The SATCOM Report also recognizes three major advantapes of nongovernmental information services as integral parts of an overall
information network including government agencies:
llIn the management ot 1ntormation programs, sciem:1x1c and
technical societies ••• can fulfi11 three comditions essential
to effective operation. The first is continuity; erratic shifts
of emphasis with the drift of fashion and major excursions in
annual budget are controlled in the interest of the long-term
unfolding of science. it (SATCQt'1 Report, p. 28)
It is indicated in the conclusion to the information section that in
fact the users of the information have not yet been specified.
" ••• the important initial need is to decide on the information
needed in support of UN development cooperation activities,
where it shall be obtained, and to whom it shall be provided.1!
(11, p. 276)

It is generally considered impossible to design an information system
without a very clear idea of the users and suppliers, their needs
and logical interface problems. If these have not been determined,
except by consultation within the UN system, then quite clearly the
system is being optimized in terms of the UN/ulfDP needs. This is
logical within the terms of reference. But suppose it were possible
to produce a system that would provide all the information needs
of the UN and also provide the information needs of users outside
the UN -- in the form they would want it, not in the form in which
the UN wishes to supply it to them?
No investigation appears to have been made of whether a new information system could not be made to deal with both uri and non-UN development projects according to the needs of each so that the current
political needs would not jeopardize the information needs of the
future.
I ...

- 33 By focussing closely on the UN system and vaguely implying that others
will be served, one is faced with the conflict as to whether the
Study sees the UN system as a world system for the benefit of all,
or merely as an administrative system of value to a few bodies with
their own special mandate.
Clearly it can be conveniently argued
either way. If in practice it proves to be a "UN-oriented': information system inconveniently structured for other users -- governmental
or not --, then clearly each such group of users will have to create
its own information system, and the same problem will enter another
cycle, leading to the same degree of fragmentation of effort.
d)

Operational inforrr~tion bias
The Study frequently emphasizes the need tor manap,ement and a system
within the UN. 11anagement needs shoulc therefore be reflected
in the design of the information system. The Study advocates
(Chart 6-3) five phases in the UN Development Coo~eration Cycle:
country progran~e, project formulation, implementation, evaluation,
follow-up.
From the Study the term .JprograITlIne:' is used for the country programme
as formulated in consultation with the government. The country programme is however formulated by the unDP in terms of its own policy
guidelines which are derived from leGislative policy, current status
of U1IDS projects and programmes, and progranBe budget (Chart 6-3).
Presumably, the latter covers the global indicative planning figure
and country indicative planning figures (11, p. 378-9) of total funds
available.
There are several stages in the determination and allocation of
resources

urmp

governments allocate funds to UNOP
UNDP Governing Council approves distribution between the
various classes of programmes and expenditures (country,
global, regional, programme support, etc.)
UUDP Ad~inistrator establishes funds available for individual
countries, "initiallyl1 (lI, p. 379) on the basis of Governing
council criteria, for a five year period, subject to Governing
Council approval.
country programme formulation phase -- UNDP in consultation
wi th government
project formulation.
At each stage, a management decision has to be taken in selecting
between alternative ways of using the funds available. A ~Anagement
information system shoulG, logically, facilitate the process by which
such decisions are Dk'1dc; by juxtaposing relevant itef:1s of information
and drawing attention to exceptional trands. The first three stages
of the decision-n\a~ing process are, however, not mentioned in the
chart on the United iJat10DS DCYPlopme n t Cycle (6-3) -- or as being
served by the information system.
/
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In one case:
"So far as UNDP is concerned) the Governing Council would no longer
approve batches of unrelated projects but instead would consider
UNDP country programmes prepared on the lines described ••••The
advantage would be that, instead of discussing individual projects in~olation, the Council could examine each proposed programme as a whole, and in deptll, taking its decision against the
overall economic and social background in each case.1! (II, p.167)
But how are the details to be adequately juxtaposed to permit an
overall and i1in depth ll p~crspective without plunging into pages of
intellectually indigestible statistics?
But the Study established that lithe UU developLlent system and the
developing countries are now workinr on a total of about 1,200 potential projects,'l (11, p. 37), 495 operational Special Fund projects
(end of 1968, 11, p. 46); and an unknown number of Technical Assistance projects. (On this If1st point~ survey results Hhave not been
entirely satisfactory .•• particularly for the TA component where
records are scant nnd sprea~ over a very large number of small
projects" (H, p. 32).) It 1;'1a5 unable to determine the number of
bodies nvolved in the U~l development decision-making process
(11, p. 288) Apart from the bodies themselves, there is the variety
of functions they perform, which is nowhere centrally documented.
Within each country, through bilateral and non-UH organizations,
whether governmental or nongovernmental, a similar situation probably
exists. At each decision-making stage therefore, a small group of
people must allocate resources in the face of a maze of unknowns.
Even the channels through which the funds flow are not clearly
established. The proposed information system would document individual projects and provide feedback and reports on projects. It
would provide the necessary pile of administrative documents or
microfiche equivalent -- but there seeos to be no provision for
resolving the complexity on which the decision-makers have to sit
in judgement.
As an earlier report to the UN pointed out, reports analysing problem and programme relationships contribute little to the maintenance
of an up-to-date clear and comprehensive picture of the existing
operational and research programmes and contacts which could be used
to improve future programmes. (WaIter t1. Kotschnig. United States
Member of the United ~ati0ns Enlarged Committee for Programme and
Coordination. Developrr£nt of modern management techniques and use
of computers. E!AC.51!GR/l.9. 7 October 1968) It is only at the
highest decision-making levels that the programme is integrated,
below them it is the concern of specialized departments with an
uncertain effectiveness of interaction.
Such conditions immediately recall the warnings cited earlier concerning the power of the planners in a complex situation where the totality
of information is not held in a comprehensible form. Such a situation
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is dangerous because the decision-makers will have to decide without
adequate awarness of the options or side-effects. There is no democratic checking process of adequate simplicity built into the system to
provide planners with other views on their recommendations.
It is questionable therefore whether the information system is a management information system rather than an operations or administrative information system which provides operations information to management:
"The effective functioning of the five UNDCC phases (see Chart 6.3)
requires the efficient management (1) of programme and project operations, and (2) of the administrative activities which support programme and project operations. The characteristics of these activities determine the operational and administrative information needs
of the UN development system." (II, p. 260)
This is also confirmed by the name given to the sub-system in question
"Operational and Administrative Information SystenU (lI, p. 259). The
actual management information system appears to be a team which would
reprocess the operational data:
iI • • • during imple'11cnta.tion, project inspection reports would be •••
sent to the government, the Regional Bureaux, and the Management and
Information Systelus staff (MISS), which would, in turn, consolidate
the reports in a manner suitable for presentation to the Administrator
and the Programme Policy staff.!! (H, p. 266)

In addition, by tying the information to country project operations, given
the acknowledged slowness of the project approval cycle, the whole system
is made inflexible in terms of speed of response to new types of problems
which cut across pre-established UNDP or country programmes. A current
grave weakness of the UN programme system is that a potential project which
comes under the jurisdiction of several programmes, cannot be processed or
considered except by the Head of the Agency.
An appropriate new programme can only be formulated after a lengthy cycle
of political deliberation at the national level, or within the Agency and
its General Assembly. This is not effective in a fast moving situation.
New approval and control techniques are required.
There is no facility for processing projects which come under the jurisdiction of several Agencies. This situation will not be improved with the new
information system. It will not facilitate treatment of projects which are
only" 10% development n oriented. Th'3 information system is geared up to
handle projects and low level programmes after the important decisions have
been taken -- and it does not increase the sophistication with which such
decisions are taken.
e)

Bias against some categories of operational infornation
The recurring theme of all discussion on the development decades is the problem of influencing people to want development, to become involved in it, and
to vote funds for it. It is impossible to influence people without making
contact with them in terms of their special interests. This requires an information system. The Study makes no mention' whatsoever of such an information system. Yet some such system would be required to circulate project
reports, both within and outside the UN system and to act as an interface
with organizations which might become intimately involved in UN projects,
purchase UN publications (possibly for educational purposes), etc. Such a
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system could perform an inportant.coordinative function between
people involved in similar m~ projects -- the major current problem.
It has been ignored because these functions are apparently irrelevant
to the development cycle and are currently performed by a scattered
series of report distribution services, sales literature distribution services, press literature distribution services, etc. The
Center for Economic and Social Information (see later section) will
help to remedy this, but only be setting up a new service, rather
than integrating the efforts of all the old ones.
Again, in these services the bodies receiving the literature are
treated conceptually as secondary to the purpose for which they
receive it. This makes it totally impossible to obtain a comprehensive picture of the interaction of the utI system with one body,
within or outside the UN.
The proposed systen will not ensure that a body involved in a given
type of project will receive the report of that project, the report
of subsequent related projects, invi.tations to participate in new projects, or other material cistributed by the UN related to the interests
indicated by its initial involvement in the project. Nor will it
assist non-UN bodies to inform m~ bodies of reports or activities
of possible interest to them. The need for maintaining contact
with organizations for the benefit ot future programmes and projects, as yet unformulated, is not considered.
The key question here is once more the status of the rr~i1ing address
of a body. Traditional UN procedure has been to wait until a programme or project was voted and then to attempt to collect all relevant addresses, startine from scratch. In the case of International
Cooperation Year, for example, this procedure was not well advanced
three months before the end of the year -- and the termination of the
associated programmes.
The possibility does not seem to have been considered that by integrating the files on the basis of which decisions are made, with the
files on the basis of which distributions are made, that the period
between the decision and possession of all the necessary addresses
for a given type of contact or programme (survey, questionnaires,
meeting invitations, report distribution, etc.) can be reduced to
insignificance -- instead of being a major important delaying
factor in project implementation.
f)

Lack of interest in effects of programmes
The Study creates an impression which is reflected in the design of
the information system, of lack of desire on the part of the UN to
recognize the full consequences of its activities or their significance in the eyes of people who place much hope in the UN formula.
The missing attitude is well s~~arized in the following:
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"The program of a la:rnLor~ization. whether intended or not •••
a1fects a wide sector of the organization's environment. Qne much
wider than the organizatiQn may understand tQ be its surrounds.
GrQups that are essential to an organization's cQntinued functioning most likely make themselves knQwn •••• Feedback informatiQn from
groups whQse support is essential may CQme tOQ late, tQ be sure,
if the Qrganization does not make special efforts tQ get it •••• Qnly
SQme Qf them will respond directly Qr spontaneQusly. Organizations
~hat wish tQ deal responsibly with.theirsocial surrounds must be
ca able Qf elicitin and evaluatiu res onses ftom those whQ realize
they are affected but who are ord narily silent, and from thQse
who are affected but may nQt realize it •••••
Implicit in all these examp]~~ are a variety of reasons that make
special affort necessary to elicit feedback from the grQups that
are indirectly affected •••• they may be unorganized and, even if
they recognize the role of the organization, will lack the knowledge to make themselves heard, Yet its inability to anticipate
effects, and its ignorance of the environment, may make it difficult for the organization to believe in clear-cut or necessary
relationships between effects on these groups and its own actions.
Consequently, some individuals within the organization will feel
that institutionalization of feedback channels for groups seen as
only peripherallv involved (if that) may serve to render the organization vulnerable to complaints, and to influence attempts of
dubious urgency and untoward consequences •••• Yet if one is CQncerned with the extent of traceable effects of organizational
action, one can establish the limits only by going beyond them to
demonstrate at some point that there is no traceable effect •••••
It seems that no organization actively seeks feedback information
that contradicts ••• Qrganizational beliefs unless, Qf course, it
is provoked to do so by some kind of crisis. Along this line, an
organization may erect barriers to information about the effects
of its actions if these effects, in part, contradict some of the
goals and values of the organization. Redevelopment authorities
and u~ban renewal commissiQns arc sometimes in this position~
especially during the early stages of their programs ••••• HQw can
an organizatiQn counteract tendencies to ignore or discredit feedback coming from sources deemed unimportant or hostile and, at the
same time, preserve the necessary screening functions that prevent
decisions from being buried under a mass Qf incoming information.
The concerTi here involves not only the maintenance Qf respQnsiveness
to potentially relevant feedback but the development of rational
rather than defensive criteria for the evaluation of feedback. The
task Qf representing within the feedback system persons -- either
organized orunQtganized -- who are the unintended Qr incidental
targets of organizational activities is obviously much easier when
those individuals attempt to make themselves heard." (Rosenthal t R.A.
and Weiss, R.S. Problems of organizational feedback prQcesses
In: Bauer, R.A. (Edw) Social Indicators.
Cambridge, M.I.T. Press t
1966, p. 309-326)
I ...
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Documentation bias
The information system is split into three sub-systems. The technical and scientific sub-system is concerned entirely with published
material, namely, internal documents, project progress and technical
reports, country published material, non-UN organization books and
periodicals (11, p. 233-234). The economic and social sub-system
"is concerned mainly with the statistical data generated and reported by governments" (!I, p. 231).
Key information handled by the operational and administrative subsystem is: available financial and human resources, economic and
social data, project descriptions, and various feedback reports,
(II, p. 260-1). "With such information ••• planning activities would
result in determination of who intends to do what, when for individual projects and country programmes. n (11, p. 260-1)
The inforrr~tion system is conceived in terms of documents or data
that has been produced at some time in the past -- the information
produced rather than the producers of the information. The informa
tion produced is essential, but should not be considered the keystone of a management infor~Rtion system -- it is detail required
when necessary. An overall clear and comprehensive picture can
only be obtained by focussing on the producers of information
(in its broadest sense),their resources and their coordination of
their current and planned activities.
(The clearest equivalent to this is the situation in a nation's
"War Room". It is not the written reports of the conunanders of
ships, planes and brigades which are considered significant. These
arrive days or weeks after the events on which decisions must be
taken and are not necessarily read by the decision-maker. The
radioed reports of the positions and strengths of these forces are
however converted immediately into symbol form for display on screens,
or else fed into computers for both display, analysis and subsequent display of decision options. Decisions are not taken on
week-old written reports from brigade headquarters.)
The proposed information system omits one whole level of information handling which is vital for decision-making and understanding.
A management information system requires information on: bodies controlling, evaluating, formulating, and implementing programmes; and
on bodies coordinating resources and memberships (in their broadest
sense), relationships and information networks linking them to problem areas. The proposed system does not solve the problem of the
unknown number of such bodies t how they are to be sorted out, and
how to see which is the key body in a given situation. The Study
indicates that no one knows how many bodies there are within any
given Agency or within the UN system as a whole. Knowledge of the
situation in the non-UN part of the system is likely to be worse.
Collecting together th~ piles of documents produced by some of these
bodies, if they produce documents (for if they do not, the proposed
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system will be totally unable to detect them), does not give a picture
which can be comprehended by a decision-maker -- such information cannot
be adequately juxtapositioned for comprehension if it requires hours of
reading.
The Study does not recognize that the period covered by the proposed
system is one in which increasingly, if the decision-maker waits for
all the relevant inforoation, it will be too late for him to make a
useful decision; if he gets all the relevant information in the form
it currently takes~ he will have neither the time, the training, nor
the inclination to read it all; and if he reads and comprehends it
all, he will not have the time or the ability to convey his understanding
to those whose support he must obtain to carry a vote on the matter
or, ultimately, to the man in the street (whose support the Study recognizes to be vital).
These are the problcills which are becoming more and more acute with the
increase in the amount of information, its degree of specialization,
the difficulty of locating it (and justifying its expense), the increasing rapidity of change~ and the onlooker's despair in the face of
complexity. These problems are not solved by delegating some of the
decision-making functions because then all the problems of communication between individuals and departments with their own purposes and
perspectives arise.
"Among the responses to such pressure is greater specialization.
Yet ••• this expedient is not always satisfactory, for the degree
to which one speciality impinges on another also is increasing,
and with it the amount of information with relevance to anyone
field of endeavour." (SATCOM, p. 178-9)
Any atte~t to divide up the task merely poses once more all the problems of adequate coordination and integration of programmes and the
need for a clear overall perspective. This cannot be conveyed in a
report. The shorter the report, the less depth and detail it can
contain. The longer the report, the less likely it is that it will be
read and understood.
llConsider this dilemma: while our technological abilities to generate
and disseminate potentially useful data have increased manyfold in
the past few years, man's physical capacity to register and to process
potentially informative data has probably increased very little, if
indeed at all. The sheer volume of data that crosses the typical
executive's desk today should serve to spotlight the inadequacies
of the education and development of our acquisition strategies and
practices. But no gain in ability could offset the widening gap
betwen the exponentially-increasing quantity of data available for
consumption and nan's very limited capacity for acquiring and processing useful information. lI (Thayer, Lee. Communication anu communication systems; in organization, management, and interpersonal relations. Homewood, Irv7in, 1968, p. 202)
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" ••• t he sessions and methods of the Council and its Committee for
Programme and Coordination have not given their members the time
or continuity of experience that is necessary for resolving coordination problems in so complex a framework as that of the
United Nations family of organizations. The copious documentation provided ••• loses much of its value if it cannot be mastered
by the government representatives for whom it is intended."
(Enlarged Committee for Programme and Coordination. Final Report.
E/AC.51/GR/25 2 October 1969, p.9)
This dilemma is partially acknowledged by the Study in connection
with the Study report itself: "Few l1inisters will have time to read
this Report ••• iI (I, p. viii)
The people who have to read relevant
documents are not necE;ssarily the people whose time is occupied by
the meetings in which the decisions are actually taken, and the two
groups do not necessarily communicate very effectively.
These are the problems of decision-'making today an':':' t~le acute problems
of tomorrow. To solve them, they must b0 treated objectively today.
From the type of data c()llectcJ~ it seems qu::' te impo33ibl,~ for the
operational and adminis::.rative sub"'system to shoi'! "viho ::.ri.tends to
do what, when for individual projects and country programmes" (11,
p. 260-1). There is no mention of ~ny data to be collected which
could cover the ''vlho'' or the "when". Presumably this could form
part of the project reports or the "human resources". In the first,
the organizations involved in the project are treated as secondary
to the project, in the second, it would seem that the organizations
are treated in terms of the affilitations of the individuals detected
by the system. In both cases, the bodies are dealt with in terms
of their current operational significance and not in terms of their
potential operational significance in their own right -- the management perspective.
The system shows the projects in which given organizations have
decided to become involved and not the organizations which (a) are
currently involved in projects. (b) are not, but which are potentially
interested in particular projects in the future. This is the recurring blind spot in the Study.
The fundamental weakness in the bias towards a library system as the
basis for a management information system is that the library system
cannot collect together all the infort~tion relevant to a particular
topic. Thus:
"It is estioated that by the end of 1970~ about 100,000 document
references will be stored in the FAO~ ILO and UN documentation
centres. After 1970, the volume in th2se libraries may grow by
15,000 to 20,000 documents each year, which will represent only that
fraction of total available documents 'Jf particular interest to
development cooperation." (11, p. 236)
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The first point is that this quote refers to "references". It
is not sufficient to have a reference. The doc~ent has to be
obtained. This takes time -- often sufficient time for the document to be no longer relevant.
The second point is that the quote implies that the collections will
increase at an arithmetic rate, presumably over the next decade.
Current estimates of the information flood are based on a geometric
rate of increase with a doubling every 10-15 years.
The third point is, whether 100,000 is an adequate collection for all
topics related to development in 1970. Since in the past, the ~l
system libraries have not had an unlimite-:! budtet, some criteria
have had to be applied in purchasing and acquiring new materials.
Without an unlimited budget it is doubtful that all materials of "particular interest!! have been located or purchased.
",
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ment. For if one of the sub-sys tems proposed is, a scientific and
technical sub-system, one must expect a certain proportion of such
material to be included:

•

"With all forms of scientific and technical literature showing
increases over time, both institutions and individuals using such
information must expect increasing difficulty in finding, obtaining, and assimilating such information. The prospect of a
university library collection's doubling from three million to
six million volumes in the next 15 years, with a concurrent trebling
of cost, is an outlook that suggests the anticipation of change and
some planning for it. 'l (SATCOM Report, p. 92)
According to this, the UN developing system collection of scientific
and technical information will stand at 3% of that of a university
library and will not increase at a similar rate. The 3% may be the
"cream of the cream", but even t>lith the best expertise selecting such
material is nearly impossible as material in this field dates quickly.
The non-UN material t:1ay on the other hand contain a IIhodge-podge ll of
donated, national governmen~publishers' free copies.
Some measure of the comprehensiveness of this service is indicated
by the following:
" ••• but all relevant documents do not enter into these docu~~ntary
facilities ••• in FAO, for example, it has been estimated that only
10 per cent of the relevant documents are published. 11oreover,
because of delays in project inplementation and report preparation,
project results are not inmediately available. And many documents
are restricteL and thus not available for wide distribution and use."
(II, p. 237)
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The fourth point arises from the phrase that these documents uwill
represent only that fraction of total available documents of particular interest to development cooperation." Chart 6-5 of the Study
indicates that the total growth rate of the three library collections
will be 15,000 to 20,000. Therefore all future information collected
will be development information. There-will be no non-development
(This reinforces an earlier argument that
programmes apparently.
the UN will be led into a development cul-de-sac.)
Chart 6-5 also indicates the criteria by which documents are chosen
for inclusion:
UN:

FAO:

ilAny relevant document issued under UN authority. 1'1aterial
from non-UN sources on issues before the Organization.

" ••• technical documents produced by FAO ••• reports of FAO/u1n>P
projects .•• Technical."documents in FAO fields ••• "

ILO:
UNESCO:

lISelected docunent2tion related to Organization major progralTJEleS -- from internal and external sources. il
For the proposed system~ ".!;'11 UHESCO documents ••• By 1973,
documents of otner organizations and MenIDer States relating to specific UNESCO activities. H

Briefly, if there is as yet no prograuIDle on the topic, the document
will not be sought, obtained and included even if it is recognized as
a problem elsewhere.
The UN technical and scientific information
system, as a mangement system aid, is therefore totally unprepared for
any topic which is not yet covered by a UN system programme. Once a
new topic programme has been approved by political processes, one must
then add the delay during which the system locates all relevant references
and acquires the relevant materials published elsewhere on the topic.
"Thus the potential user first has difficulty in identifying all
possible sources (of technical and scientific information) and then
has trouble in Obtaining access to such sources." (11, p. 237)
Then, and only then, can decisions be taken using information from this
particular sub-system.
It can surely only be dangerous to create the impression that this
narrowly oriented information systen is adequate to meet the complex
interacting prob1ens of the future. In the effort to locate and acquire
documents -- which are a record of past activity -- the system loses
sight of the iRportance of keepi~s track of the organizations, individuals and information syster.:".s ,·:rhicn ar€c a.ctive now, plan to act, or might
be convinced of the necessity to act, in the near future. It is this
network which is producing information now. And it is this network which
is tapped for expert advice on new areas the organization is moving into.
Here one sees the operational weakness of a documentation system for
management purposes. Up-to-da.te information must be sought by processes
which do not form part of the information system -- whence the somewhat
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lengthy process of establishing expert co~issions and missions to obtain information in a particular form. Such bodies are based solely
on the organization's immediate contacts and not on an objective determination of the key person or group in the network. It is of
course the information produced by points in this network which will
eventually be detected by the library system at some undetermined
point in the future. It is the picture of what this network is doing
now or might do that is the basis of a management information system.
It is only by Lqaintaining this picture "as up-to-date as possible)
that a global strategy for anything can be adequately elaborated and
quickly implemented. The fact that this network can even be displayed
visually (just as PERT networks can be manipulated on television screens
linked to computers (see page
» means that it is possible, for the
first time, to cut through all the communication and comprehension
problems (see page 39) that attend display of information in text form.
The information systeB is maintained at a much higher degree of information furnishing potential on the current and planned situation.

- 44 REPORT OF TIm COMMISSION ON

n~TERNATIONAL

DEVELOPHENT (ilPearson Repore')

(The following remarks are based on the French edition, quotes have therefore been translated.)
The Report is based on the efforts of a team of experts to study the
effect of aid over the past twenty years and to propose strategies which
could lead to more rapid progress in the future.
The major points criticized in the Jackson Report find their equivalent
here, namely:
a focus on development with no apparent awareness of the context
and consequences of development;
a narrow focus on the un family, OECD ,md the development banks
in tilOSt sections without fully recognizing the dependence on other
bodies if the recoITm~ndations are to be successfully implemented
(the interesting exception is dealt with below).
And yet the Report nakes the context oriented point: '1~1ho car. ask where
his country will be in a few decades, without asking where the world will
be?iI
The first chapter of the Report has the interesting title nA Question of
This is not taken up in the text however, which, whilst apparently
recognizing the problem of persuading public opinion and ensuring the
creation of political will (which the Secretary General of UliCTAD has
stressed as being of the highest priority Hin order to avoid a second
Development Decade of even deeper frustration that the first ll (TD/96»,
merely goes on to suggest as a strategy for the future that the following are required: improved exchange facilities, foreign capital, evaluation of effectiveness, increase in aid, solution to the problem of increasing debt, improved aid administration, improved quality of technical
assistance, reduction in population increase, increased aid to education
and research, and increased multilateral aid. Presumably the question
of "wHl l l is whether the governments will l:'\Tant to do this.
liJill ll •

The problem of how to overcome the increasing lack of interest in development aid, noted by the CESI Report (next section), is not touched upon.
The possibility that the solution to this problem might in fact influence
the strategy chosen -- as would be the case in the operations of a business faced with a similar problem
is not considered. 0nce again, we
are faced with a partial approach to a problem.
One chapter in the Report is entitled "Partners in DevelopI:lene' (also the
title of the English version of the Report). The partners are the governments supplying financial aid and the governtaents receiving such aid. No
other bodies would appear to be considered as partners in the development
process.
In a chapter concerned with aore effective aid, there is however a settion
on private and benevolent aid which (freely translated back frog the French)
runs as fo1lows~
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IIOnly too often it is forgotten that private non-profit or benevolent
organizations make a very appreciable contribution to development aid.
Here again, problems of effectiveness are taking on increasing importance and present many points in COfillnOn with those which we have examined
in the public sector. According to DAC estimates, the total resources
of ("dont disposene') non-profit organizations equal more than
1000 million dollars per year, of which 700 million dollars at least
come private funds •••• The results of this financial effort are multiplied by the tasks accomplished by a multitude of workers who offer
their services free or whose remuneration is purely symbolic ••• Thus
in 1968, some 25,000 citizens of the rich countries worked unpaid
in low income countries. This figure has quintupled in six years
and represents today more than a quarter of the total technical assistance personnel working in foreign countries on official programmes.
These figures, of course, give no indication of the efforts made by
the nonprofit organiz.'3tions and by the volunteers in their own
countries to sensitize political circles to the ~mportance of government aid progranmes. (+) In the last analysis, it is the feeling of
individuals th~t they have an obligation towaEds a world community in
the process of development which, expressed in words and acts, has
been the motor for the effort acconolishecl in the domain of public
aid. !v (emphasis add~..:d)
•
Now non-profit bodies do not, generally, and in many cases it is so stated
in their constitutions, accumulate funds. The income is balanced by the
aid dispensed. From this and the quote, one may conclude that:
(a)non-profit bodies have similar problems to public sector bodies;
(b)the $ 1000 million channelled yearly through non-profit, nongovernmental
bodies is in fact greater than the total average annual multilateral
government aid over the period 1964-1967 to developing regions, namely
$ 784 million (Table 28). This last figure represents 14% of the total
of multilateral and bilateral (from the Development Assistance Committee
member countries) aid.
The nonprofit figure can also be compared with that for the financial
aid supplied by multilateral institutions to developing countries
(calculated on a different basis), nat~ly: World Bank group, $ 851
million~
Regional development banks, $ 336 million; and UU Specialized
Agencies, $ 300 million (Table 25). (In what direction the $ 1000
million per year flows, the Report does not say. As a potential source
of development aid, it is quite obviously highly important.(+»
IT~de by a past l1inister of Overseas Development of Great
Britain (Reg Prentice, MP. 110re priority for overseas aid. International
Affairs, vol. 46, January 1970, 1'.4, but also: "l\ most inpressive development has been the growth of Third World First in the universities -- a
movement in which students sign bankers' orders corn~itting one per cent,
two per cent or even three per cent of their 2rants to the aid of the
charity of their choice. Throughout Dritain, Erowing nunbers of people
are recognising that the fight against poverty is one of the biggest issues
of our time. But ••• they are not teken seriously enough by those in positions of power ••• H ) .

(+) This point is also
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the number of voluntary workers, and this is increasing;
(d) members of non-profit bodies and volunteers are a key factor in
increasing government aid.
The implications of this conclusion have certainly not affected the
Capacity Study team. From the context they have apparently not affected
the Pearson team. The quote is not from a section which forms part of the
main argument concerning future strategy, but from one on aid effectiveness.
Despite the figure for aid from private sources, these sources are not
discussed elsewhere in the report or the tables. i~or is there any
suggestion that they should be discussed.
As mentioned earlier, the problem raised in the first chapter was that of
i1will".
The key to this problem has apparently been recognized in the
quote above. l~o comment is made on how to obtain a will to develop, given
this recognition. The Report states a goal and a strategy with no idea
of how that strategy should be implementec.. He are back to a position of
"If only the rich nations would ••• H
Consider this extract fro~l a review of the Report by a development economist writing under a pseudonym:
11 • • • as a whole it is far from original.
e:Jor does it attempt to go
beyond the boundaries of the concepts of the international aid establishment •••••

There are two ways to assess the Pearson Report. According to one,
it may be admitted that nearly all practical measures have already
been explored, and that little new can be added to the old demands
and recommendations •••• On that basis one may accept that it was more
prudent, and perhaps even more productive, for the Report to remain
within acceptable boundaries, even if this involved playing with
tired formulae bordering on discredited platitudes.
The other way to assess the Report would be less tolerant. It would
find inadmissable the manifest lack of deeper analysis of social,
political and mental structures, and would consider that lack as a
failure to explore those new dimensions of the North-South problem -an examination which alone could help to shape prevailing apathy or
point towards a really new approach. n (Honroe, 11. A lost opportunity;
a comment on the Pearson Report. International Affairs, vol. 46,
January 1970, p.31-34, emphasis added).
And consider the following views:
" ••• a strategy is not an economist1s ten year global plan but essentially a political instrument, a call to action ••. 11 (l4artin, Edwin M.
The strategy for the Second Development Decade~ a challenge to
donors. An address to the Vienna Institute for Development, 1969).

- 47 "To be real such action must be backed by "political will". Speeches
at the United Nations citing the need for the mobilization of public
opinion have become almost routine. For several years we have heard
the need for political will stated by many people ••• stressing the
absolute necessity for public understanding of the inter-relatedness
of our world and thereby supporting government policies which reflect
this reality ••••• ln exploring a role for interest and pressure groups
we need both realistic assessment and an attitude which recognizes
the high stake in the gane of development.
Before assessing the usefulness of NGOs in developing public support,
let us examine briefly what we mean by lithe necessary political will".
To put it simply, there must be enough people -- constituencies -who feel they have a personal stake, a self-interest, in the development of the world as a viable unit. These people must be of sufficient
number and influence to generate the necessary forces to create change.
It is only by feeling the pressure of these forces, whether from
latent constituencies or organized groups, that political leadership
can respond and Dove the machinery of government ••••• We are asking
people not only to nEke a radical change in their basic conception
of the world but also their relationship to other people ••••• We are
asking people to rc-identify their interests. People will not reiden~ify their interests unless they feel something new and compelling ••••
My plea, therefore, is to approach the challenge of aid weariness
by treating the problem of public opinion as a political problem••••
Good public infor~~tion is critical, but the primary need is for
political analysis •••
People are undoub~edly influenced by the written word and audio-visual
communication. In complex Western industrialized countries, however,
it is through groups that most people identify their interests. Using
organized groups (non-governmental organizations) can be a major
tool in this identification process. Certainly these groups are
already organized in every conceivable expression of human interest.
Can we take advantage of them?11 (Roosevelt, Curds. The politics
of development: a role for interest and pressure groups. Paper
presented to an SID Conference, New Delhi, 1969, emphasis added.)
How does the Pearson Report handle this possibility? Recognizing the importance of volunteers, and ignoring the structures they themselves have
built up, it recommends (in agreenent with ECOSOC) that an international
volunteer corps should be created. It is not clear whether this is supposed
to be governmental, but it seems quite clear that the other nongovernmental
structures are considered de trop.
This approach of course ignores all the V!non-volunteer~' nongovernmental
bodies and their functions which a political scientist (see above) or a
sociologist would consider vital. Qne can see here the consequences of
a study by economists. The volunteers represent manpower -- therefore
they must be brought under the UN development aegis. The nongovernmental
structures have no significance in economic terms -- therefore they may be
ignored. This attitude recalls some of the early disasters of development
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by pouring in money and techniques and ignoring the social structure and
customs. The important constraint could only be detected with another
discipline -- which was then considered to be irrelevant in that context.
Only time and lack of success could bring the point home.
How does a UN Agency determine whether a topic is being evaluated in the
light of all the relevant (+) discipline perspectives? How often do
sociologiStS check the recommendations of economists, etc.? Does the
World Bank have non-economists on its staff?
are high-powered teams set up on such important matters with only the
insights of a single discipline to guide them? Some requirements or an
integrated approach to the control, management or understanding of change
are illustrated by the following:

l~y

ilAlthough political scientists, etonomists, and sociologists have concerned themselves with organizational structure, there is as yet no
organized body of theory or doctrine of practice on. which a unified dis~
ciplinaryor interdisciplinary applied-research activity can be based•••••
In most problems involving ••• (such) ••• systems each of the disciplines we
have mentioned might make a significant improvement in the operations.
But as syster~ analysists know, few of the problems that arise can adequately be handled within anyone discipline. Such disciplines are not
fundamentally ••• biological, psychological, social, economic, political,
or ethical. These are merely different ways of looking at such systems."
And each liwaytl highlights different features which are significant and
critical.
"COmplete understanding of such systems requires an integration of these
perspectives. By integration I do not mean a synthesis of results obtained by independently conducted unidisciplinary studies, but rather
results obtained from studies in the process of which disciplinary perspectives have been synthesized. The integration must come during not
after, the performance of the research." (Ackoff, R.L. Systems, organizations, and interdisciplinary research. General Systems Yearbook,
vol. 5 (1960), Society for General Systems Research, p.l-B)
This approach also saves a great deal of confusion, time and resources.
Because if strategie~ recommended as a result of the perspective of one
discipline, ignore certain critical factors (and constraints) which can
only be detected by another, then the inadequate strategy can be eliminated
at an early stage of strategy formulation. Without this, the corrective
can only be brought to bear through the lengthy and muddled process of report and counter-report. But only if representatives of other disciplines
consider the original unidisciplinary report worth criticizing (for, by
definition, none is equipped to detect the significance of another). And
only if administrative structures are so arranged that all the other relevant disciplines are brought to bear on the prob lem (+ )-.(+) A technique for systematizing the determination of relevant disciplines

under such circumstances forms part of a project proposed by Clark, Jere W.
and Judge, A.J.~. Development of transdisciplinzry conceptual aids;
simple techniques for education, research, pre-crisis management, and program administration highlighting patterns of information transaction and
sub-system interdependence, New Haven, Southern Connecticut State College,
1970.
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CENTRE FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INFORMATION (CESI)

The UN Preparatory Committee for the Second United Nations Development
Decade entrusted to CESI t which is associated with the Office of Public
Information p the preparation of a report on the measures undertaken and
envisaged "with a view to mobilizing public opinion in regard to the objectives of the Second Development Decade". The Report is also to be considered a response to similar requests "formulated by the General AssembYt
the Economic and Social Council, the UNCTAD Trade and Development Board t
and other United Nations bodies." (p.2)
In view of the criticisms made of the Capacity Study and the Pearson
Report on the question of public information, this Report clearly represents a "missing link". It is through the measures reviewed in this
Report that the "willil to act to support development is to be created.
The second section of the Report consists of an analysis of the "complexity
and urgency of the problemll • This concludes that: the task of explaining
the necessity of prcmoting economic and social development is !lone of the
most difficult that Governments and intergovernmental bodies face todayil;
lldevelopment itself is not a simple ideal!; "aid is only one factor among
the numerous elements required to generate development H ; "it would be
pointless to continue appealing to individuals' charitable feelings or
humanitarian sentiment alone ll ; " a sense of lasting participation can
only result from the prior understanding of the fundamentals of a given
situation and the true nature of a problem"; "it is unfortunate that the
impression has often been given that formulae could be devised which
would bring a rapid solution to one of the most complex and intricate
problems of our age. This ••• is one of the consequences of information
programmes which tend to over-emphasize the part played by the United
Nations system in the field of development rather than showing the total
nature of the problem"; lithe consciousness has to be conveyed that unless a global t coordinated and all-out effort is urgently made, our
world will continue to drift towards irremediable disequilibrium"; "the
thinking which produced the existing information concepts and methods t is
no longer relevant or adequate to the present task ll ; "pUblic opinion t
in almost all cases, is national opinion ll •
From which it follows that: "the task of reaching the largest possible
number of specific groups within the national framework must be the
responsibility mainly of national authorities rather than the information services of an international organization such as the United
Nations •••• the task of persuasion must belong to Governments. However t
these Governments respond to major national segments of the population -i.e. business, workers, farmers, teachers, religious leaders and youth.
Consequently, these groups have a major role to play. There is thus
a two-way flow. 11
a) Mobilization of will
Mobilizing public opinion, creating
generating the vnlolehearted support
will or political wi14appear to be
the objective to be accomplished by

a sense of lasting participation p
of the general public, and creating
treated almost synonymously as
the Ull public information effort.
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Whilst the desirability of a common will can be clearly seen, are will
and public opinion synonymous except in a very superficial sense -perhaps sufficient for voting purposes? But even if they are not synonymous, does the mobilization of public opinion result in the mobilization of will? These are rather abstruse questions, but the possibility
of inferring that will can be mobilized is very clear (+). In a sense,
this provides an operational definition of will.
The word "mobilizationi i has special associations and was clearly chosen
for that reason. Just as in the past, people have been mobilized for war,
the UN is now proposing to take the lead in mobilizing people for the
war on want. From a governmental point of view, there is perhaps little
difference. It is (as one dictionary puts it) a case of making the people
mobile and readily available and calling into active service in readiness
for a course of action decided by government.
The question could however be raised as to whether there were not some
attitudes deriving from war psychology which are not directly associated
with the mobilization of the public -- such as artificially generating a
crisis mentality. Given that it is in the process of mobilization that
the people's freedom of action is bent to that of its leaders associated
with the government apparatus, once the process of mobilization is completed, a war machine is in being and individual will can no longer be
taken into account. It is the psychology of the various stages in this
process which form one topic of peace research.
The question raised here is therefore whether in a free society, and
under what conditions, public will can or should be mobilized by government. In addition there is the implied definition of man and human nature,
and the rights of man, in the supposition that his will can be bent to suit
the government strategy, however benign its intentions. Is the will which
can be so induced or manipulated to be considered no different in quality,
desirability and durability from self-generated will? These are old
questions.
The space devoted to these issues in the Report does not correspond to
the number of problems raised by some of their implications. There is
a radical difference, as is intended, between informing those members
of the public who desire information, and scientifically designing a
campaign to influence individuals via the leaders whom they respect.
This is very similar to the problem posed by corporations trading in their
own shares to control artificially its value in the market. How democratic is the selection of the cause for which people should be mobilized?
There is a total lack of awareness that will should be formed by mature
reflection on the part of the individual and not by artificially manipulating his environment. In a democratic society each organized group
has the right to atte~pt to influence the individual. It is from his
interaction with these groups -- his total social environment --his
(+) As for instance in;

Young, IVhitney. Suggestions for mobilizing public
will to appropriate political action. Ekistics, vol. 28, October 1969,
p. 264-5.
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own experiences that his freely chosen course of action -- his will -germinates. Tne uli, according to the Report, should intervene in these
processes without, as might be considered its responsibility, revealing
any understanding of the complexity of the processes involved.
b)

Stages in the progressive definition of "want"
At anyone point in time, the UN public information programme will have
a particular conception of the ends to which public opinion is to be
mobilized -- the current definition of "want". Now this definition
derives from political processes during which "want" is defined by government positions on programme issues. One may assume a lag of one year
between programme formulation and impact of the information programme
on the pub lie •
But the government positions are formed as a result of political processes at the national level. One may assume a lag of two years between
public sensitivity to a problem and formulation of a government programme
on that particular aspect of "want".
On this basis, and it would appear to be a case of underestimating rather
than overestimating~ the current topics which are stressed in the tn~
public information programme are those \vhich individuals and groups in
a significant number of countries were sensitive to three or more years
ago. The countries in which this is the case will be precisely those
developed countries from which it is desired that more aid should be
obtained. But, according to this argument, the individuals and groups
and particularly the elite, will now be aware of aspects of "want" three
years in advance of those to which the un system is permitted to be sensitive in providing llglobal directions ll •
There is no question but that the m~ system will help to reinforce government positions on issues of "wane', but will its programmes be as forward looking as the views of the elite it is trying to influence? And
if not, will this not give rise to the frustration which jeopardizes
the image of the UN at the national level as a growth point for change?
The Report suggests that in future the information programme should not
over-emphasize the part played by the lITi system in the field of development but should shO\v the "total nature of the problemll , lithe fundamentals
of the situation and the true nature of a prOblem" and the need for a
"global, coordinated and all-out effort ll (p. 5). The Capacity Study
however indicated that no one in the UN system had a clear view of the
totality of UN operations.
How then is the public information programme
to acquire information on the totality of UN and non-UN operations to
show the total nature of the problem? Furthermore, given that the definition C'f the problem and what is lI true " takes place at the national
level and in non-political bodies~ how is the UN to acquire the complete
picture, given that it is only sensitive to an earlier definition of
the true ramifications of the problem?
The asaumption made by the Report is that the UN knows what the critical
problems are and is in a position to define them for the public and to
lead the way. This may be true in the case of the developing countries,
but takes no account of the intellectual expertise in the developed
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noted this problem with respect to management expertise.
Who determines what the total nature of the problem is, how is this
shown, and what is the function of a group which considers that there
is an extra element to be added to, presumably the UN's, finally agreed
version of what the total nature of the problem is?
The Report notes three flows of information: UN to Government; Government to group; and group to Government. Under "group" is meant the
elite leaders of the groups. This would appear to be a highly simplified
analysis of the processes involved. It would appear to ignore: other
intergovernmental bodies (some with important development concerns); once
again the international nongovernmental bodies which are extremely interested
in influencing their national member groups; and the complexity of interorganization structure at the national level which does not only give
rise to groups of people~ but groups which group groups and so on. Each
extra level may either be an opportunity or an information filter.
c)

Meaning of "groups!!
The use of the word Hgroupsll has been very subtly phrased. Clearly it
may imply either an organized or an unorganized group depending on to
whom the inforrr~tion programme is being justifiedo Cons1der: G!Governments respond to major national segments of the population -- i.e. business,
workers~ farmers~ teachers, religious leaders and youth.
Consequently
these groups have a major role to play." (p. 7)
This in no way impli.es the involvement of national and local organizations
in the information programme. The object of the programme is to influence
the leadership, Vlpublic opinion responds to leadership". Note it is
not the members of a nongovernmental body which respond to leadership,
just the public en masse. But consider the following comment concerning:
n ••• the whole concept of concentrating oneYs efforts in moulding public
opinion by trying to influence an ~'eliteii, who are then expected to
provide the leadership in mobilizing public opinion ••• I would point out
that even the most influential individu~ls need institutional machinery
to carry their influence to others (and incidentally to reinforce their
own convictions) ••••• NGOs are groups of like-minded people who have
come together because of the need to establish institutional associations for pragmatic reasons~ social pressure, or idealism••••

In order to execute these programmes these groups have institutional
maChinery to communicate with their members and to secure their
support or acquiescence for the organization's programme and/or platform. It would be the hope of any strategy to use the organizational
machinery~ although taking advantage of this machinery is not easy,
for these organizations are set up for their own purpose, and not for
other organizations' purposes. (This is where the United Nations'
attitude is so often frustrating to NC~S).1i (Roosevelt, Curtis.
The politics of development: a role for interest and pressure groups.
Paper present2d to an SIn Conference, New Delhi, 1969).
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It would appear that the Report is only interested in the tni, Government,
leaders and the public. Once again there is a total lack of interest
in the social structure. And yet the Report can state: "the social component is in fact the one of ultimate importance". The definition of
"socia1 11 however is tied very closely to that of social welfare, very
close to the economists recognition of this term as important to the
working environment: "the social co~onent is concerned with the objectives of health, education and those things which in the end affect
the spirit of man as well as with problems such as the population explosion, the basic reasons for starvation and malnutrition." (p. 4)
d)

Consequences of development
It is quite clear that the proposed public information programme is to
be geared entirely to development. It will be organized solely for that
purpose. The philosophy of the programme has been thought out with that
in mind.
The debate at the national level is however turning strongly in the
developed countries to problems of pollution and the environment. Given
the earlier arglli~nt that there is a time lag before UN programmes incorporate the latest national thinking, it would appear that either the
philosophy of the Report will have to be modified within one ot two
years, or else it will be argued that development programmes include
environmental programmes an~vay, or finally a separate environmental public
information programme rnay be set up to contact the same "groups" at the
national level. The essence of the information problem, namely that it
is not only the development problem in itself which is complex, but that
there is a control problem of balancing between maximum development and
minimum pollution, which could be beneficially based on an integrated
information prograrone, is not recognized.

e)

Target audience data bank service
The Report mentions as possible activities what seem to be fairly standard
public information procedures: leaderships symposi~ briefing papers,
field trips, involvement of youth (student speakers), films. It does not
mention the most significant activity of CESI which is described in a
later report entitled "The Target Audience Data Bank Service" (CESI!PC.69-13)
In this document it is stated that CESI has as one of its basic objectives
llthe channelling of selected information on social and economic activities
to distinct categories of opinion-making and decision-~~king elites in
each country." The Service "is designed as an inter-Agency cooperative
undertaking for the sharing, compilation and maintenance of individual,
organizational and statistical data on all such audiences ••• "
It has been found that there exists in the UN system "a huge fund of
audience data, amounting to well over Cone million names and addresses"
which it would be possible to put on compUter for use by the UN Agencies.
According to the document 'lCESI's own original ide'1 of the Service as a
single, centralized, computer facility quickly gave way (after visits to
many Agencies) to the concept for a central factory for audience data
feeding computer-usable nuterial ••• to the various computer installations
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within the UN system. 11 It would seem that individual Agencies did not
wish to lose control over their owu confidential lists.
"To possess information is to possess power. A monopoly of information can give a form of security. There are, in all organizations
at all levels, a selective withholding and extending of information.
Sole possession of information can make others dependent on oneself.
Withholding of information can limit the scope and power of others'
actions and reduce the threat to oneself. Control of information
channels can isolate certain persons from the remainder of the organization and keep them within one's own sphere of influence.1!
(Forrester, J.W. A new corporate design. In~ Jantsch, Erich
Perspectives on Planning, Paris, OEeD, 1969, p. 435)
The organization of the data nevertheless highlights the individual,
the leader. The organization ~qith which he is conc(;rned, if any, seems
to be a secondary feature. The system is now being implemented.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
C3ATCOM REPORT)

SCIE~"TIFIC

AND TECHNICAL

COI~roNICATION:

The Committee on Scientific and Technical Communication (SATeOM) was
established in February 1966 by the National Academy of Sciences and
the National Academy of Engineering to investigate the present status
and future requirements of the scientific and engineering communication
with respect to the flow and transfer of information, principally in the
U.S.A. The work of the Committee is closely related to that of the
Joint UNESCO-ICSU Committee for a Worldwide Science Information Service.
This Report is important because of the manner in which its basic principles contrast with those of the UN Reports. The SATCOM Report is
permeated by an awareness of the interdependence and variety of different
types of autonomous organizations with their own interests and different
but related needs and the importance of shared responsibility. Just as
in the case of the UN system:
"Today in the. United States, scientific and technical communication
exhibits the characteristic heterogeneity of a system that evolved
by fits and starts through adaptations to locally perceived needs and
opportunities •••• decisions have been made, and are still being made,
at numerous points and with a considerable degree of autonomy,
often by leaders of scientific and teChnical societies who func~ion
as volunteers in the management of information programs.
But:
I'Though the performance of this heterogeneous aggregate of activities
has been criticized on nany counts, there is ne evidence of critically
inefficient ope~ation or catastrophic failure •••• Therefore, rather
than urging immediate and radical change at the present time, we
see the implementation of recommendations directed toward more effective
coordination, planning and decentralized management as the best means
of coping with the growing and increasingly varied demands for scientific and technical information.
As a prime objective, we urge that the initiative of individuals,
institutions, and organizations continue to be accorded substantial
scope in the development and operation of those scientific-andtechnical-communication services that they consider to be in their
best interest. Such information activities should be designed and
operated as individual and somewhat independent parts of a comprehensive network~ and, as a natter of policy or principle, no attempt
should be made to centralize them either physically or managerially."
(SATCOH Report p. 20-1)
Problems of inter-organization relationships

exist~

"SATCOM was strongly impressed by the evidence that currently existing
mechanisms have not been sufficient to elicit the required degree
of cooperation among private net-for-profit and for-profit organizations. ~or have the private organizations as a whole been able to
work closely enough, and to their mutual benefit, with federal information services and systems. There is need for a body throush which
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private organizations can coordinate their interests and cooperate
with a similarly representative government group in formulating~
and fostering acceptance of, necessary new or modified national
policy." (SATCOM Report, p. 22)
"It is vital that the role of the government and private organizations
be mutually reinforcing. Therefore, it is important that, as a basic
philosophy of management of this country's information programs, the
involvement of private organizations be encouraged by the government
to the maximum extent possible •••• there are certain situations in
which we feel that the not-for-profit organizations should be the
preferred instruments for fulfilling a particular objective. In
other instances, the for-profit organizations should be preferred •••••

Since we believe that our pluralistic network of information activities
has many advantages and strengths, we subscribe to a philosophy of
shared responsibility between the gov2rUJ.:1.f;:l1t and not-for-profit and
for-profit private organizations in the management of scientific and
technical communication as outlined in th(;; follovJing recommendation."
(see page 12; SATCOIf Report p. 25-7)
"To minimize the delays and frustrations that so often beset professional groups striving fer international agreements, the appropriate agencies of the federal government should explicitly acknowledge their responsibility to encourage and, if necessary, officially
assist such groups in their efforts to set up and implement international agreements for sharing the work and products of scientificand-technical-information services." (SKTCOM Report p. 33)
"We feel that placing the intellectual management of primarily discipline-oriented services in the hands of the appropriate societies
or groups of societies, when these exist, provides the insight and
guidance generally essential to the effective operation of such
services. Scientific and technical societies can enlist the efforts
of highly competent and interested members who frequently will serve
on a voluntary, part-time basis. Many qualified individuals who
feel an obligation to assist with the communications programs of their
respective fields of science and technology would not perform similar
work on a full-time basis in a government organization •••• t~en the
government seeks to provide these services to the public, rather than
to secure them for the public~ the substantive experts who should
fulfill the role of public advocates and ensure the r~~ximum value
and responsiveness of the services often are employed in an operating
role which sometimes detracts from or obstructs their power of deliberate review in the interest of the public. Vi (SATCON Report, p. 255)
The innovative importance of nongovernnental bodies is stressed:
"Scientific and technical societies oust develop, propose, and assist
in implementing new and better ways to identify needs f6r critical
reviews and data compilations and to further efficient preparation
of them. They should also give greater eMphasis to fostering
awareness of the existance of such reviews among potential users
and stimulating education in their use. il (SATCm1 Report, p. 41)
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- 57 The Report also shows awareness of the need to look at the whole process
of information transfer.
"Most present information systems, particularly libraries, suffer
from inadequate feedback mechanisms •••••
Each formal link in the information-transfer process must function
effectively and convey information to the next link to assure efficient
communication •••• No matter how good information is, the advantages
of having created it:are lost or greatly reduced unless this marketing
function receives sufficient attention ••••• The general belief is
that, if the information is valuable, the people for whom it is intended
will find it. In fact there is little basis for such a belief (SATCOM
Report, p. 51-2)
The need for greater understanding of the overall network is recognized:
" ••• appropriate organizations should initiate and carry out comprehensive analyses of and experiments on the functioning of the
different parts of the network of scientific and technical communication as well as of the network as a whole •••• To be meaningful,
these studies will have to deal realistically with many elusive and
complicated factors -- for e2cample, inertia in behA.vioral patterns
and its effects on the acceptance of new services or the interrelationships of various communications media. VI (SATCOH Report, p. 79)
The broad, inter-organizational network approach illustrated by these
extracts is missing from the UN Reports. Regretably, however, we are
again faced with a report·which is forced to limit itself in two ways:
Firstly to the U.S.A. situation, although it is made quite clear that
the U.S.A. network is considered merely as part of the worldwide network; secondly, to scientific and technical communication.
The point is not clearly made that other topics should be considered
as forming part of the concern of a general communication network. And
again, the bodies concerned with such non-scientific/technical topics
are given no mention.
The Report does however make the point that
IIWith the expansion of the body of recorded information, the likelihood that all the information which could be of use in a given operation will have its origin in the geographic, temporal, or disciplinary
neighbourhood of this potential point of application decreases."
and suggests that an area
ll requiring attention and appropriate action relates to the slowly
knitting, massive, mission-oriented programs of recent years which
deal with major social concerns, such as natural resources, education,
transportation, pollution, and urban problems. The role of science
and technology in the resolution of these problems is not yet clear;
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therefore, the nature and scope of the information programs that
they will require only gradually will become apparent.;; (SATCOM
Report, p. 256-7)
This indicates an interest in the use of science and technology for
other domains, but there is no recognition of the importance, in their
own right, of these domains for society, or of the interaction between
the hard-core science information networks and those of other fields of
interest, or of the need within the field of science for feedback from
such domains to influence research priorities. It is however possible
that the requirements of non-scientific users (see page 32), e.g. policymakers may introduce constraints which could, or should, modify the whole
concept and philosophy of the future information network.
Finally, the Report is not concerned with the sort of information that
is required for systems or programme management. The problems at the
interface with such a management information network are not discussed.

- 59 DISCUSSION
a) Implications for the future of nongovernmental organizations
International nongovernmental organizations are mentioned in none
of the reports considered. with the exception of the SATCOM Report
a non-UN national body. Nongovernmental organizations are mentioned
in passing in the Capacity Study but the references are so vague
that it is not clear what sort of NGOs are meant or whether they
are international or national. The Pearson Report only mentions
nonprofit bodies. again without specifying whether they are national
or international.
In the case of international NGOs this is somewhat strange. Individual
Agencies have made a point, in the pas~of callingon these bodies in
resolutions and recommendations to collaborate on specific programmes.
including that of the Second Development Decade. Is this to be construed as merely a public relations effort? or a ritual inclusion of
the phrase Hand international nOl1governmelltal organizations". as one
UGO observer remarked? For from the UN reports it seem.s quite clear
that they serv(~ no i'.:nction in the Second Dc.velopment Decade. And
yet how is this to bs related to this address of the UN Secretary
General to a ConfereL.ce of NGOs in Hay 1969~
H ••• l et me express my very sincere thanks to all of you, not only
for your magnificent lyork for the United nations and the peoples
of the United Nations, but also for your consistent understanding.
cooperation and support, and your very sincere spirit of dedication
and devotion to the principles of the Charter ••• the United Nations
owes all of you a deep debt of gratitude.1! (quoted in Campbell,
Persia. United Nations report; do nGOs have a role? International
Development (Society for International Development). vol. 11.
September 1969, p. 34)

National NGOs do not fair much better. The academic NGOs are given some
recognition in the Capacity Study as sources of scientific and technological reports and the voluntary organizations as a source of manpower for UNDP projects -- but no others. The Report on the Mobilization of Public Opinion considers them as secondary to the individuals
momentarily holding office in the organization.
Yet despite this attitude, the number and variety of such bodies
and of their meetings, whether national or international, continues
to increase. This is the phenomenon referred to disparagingly as
"proliferation" • vJhy is there this growth in the number of these
bodies and vThy does the range of their activities continue to increase?
They must perform some function in society, by definition. in sociological terms. The individuals and organizations which are members of
such groups must derive some benefit from membership. Furthermore, this
benefit must take the form of something which is not provided by
governmental or intergovernmental structures and their activities.
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